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Program regroups 
after player's death 
Star noseguard dies after fall from truck 
By Rob Washburn 
sports editor 
Flit photo 
JMU noseguard Doug Wast, shown here In action agalnat Liberty 
University last season, died Monday from Injuries sustained In an 
accldant laat weekend. 
As JMU head football coach Joe 
Purzycki stood before a small 
gathering of reporters at JMU 
Stadium Monday afternoon, his 
faltering voice and visible grief ex- 
pressed not only his emotions, but 
those of his team. 
Earlier that day, Purzycki was at 
the University of Virginia Medical 
Center in Charlottesville when he 
was told 20-year-old Doug West 
had died of injuries he suffered 
after falling out of the bed of a 
pickup truck on campus last Satur- 
day. 
Just hours afterward, Purzycki 
attempted to control his emotions 
long enough to pay tribute to the 
5-foot-ll, 270-pound noseguard 
from Virginia Beach.        , 
"Doug West was the kind of 
football player and the kind of per- 
son that everybody on our team 
could relate to," Purzycki said„ 
"He was loved by everybody and 
he was a special person." 
The accident happened after 
West and several other football 
players jumped in the back of a 
pickup truck driven by a teammate 
to get a ride back to McGraw-Long 
Hall, the players' summer dor- 
mitory. 
According to a report in Mon- 
day's Daily News-Record, West 
stood up in the truck to say 
something to a teammate who was 
walking along Dukes Drive. At the 
same time, the driver, thinking his 
teammate wanted a ride, turned 
right into a parking lot. West 
didn't expect the turn, and tried to 
jump out of the truck to ease the 
fall. He broke the fall with his legs 
and then went into a roll. 
West was treated at the scene by 
the Harrisonburg Rescue Squad 
and then taken to Rockingham 
Memorial Hospital. From there, 
he was flown to the UVa Medical 
Center where he underwent three 
hours of surgery for a fractured 
skull. 
West never regained con- 
sciousness after the accident, and 
died at 11:25 a.m. Monday. 
Purzycki spent little time with 
reporters Monday. But before 
leaving, he quoted West's mother. 
See DEATH  page 2*- 
New campus bank directed toward student needs 
By Maria Osborn 
news editor 
+ First American Bank is gearing up for the in- 
evitable lines of students who will open accounts 
and make beginning-of-the-year transactions at the 
new campus bank next week. 
First American, which is replacing Sovran this 
year as the campus bank, will be open from 9 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. Monday (Labor Day) to open new ac- 
counts and take deposits. Labor Day is an "old, 
traditional bank holiday," but First American will 
open the campus branch to accommodate student 
needs, said Susan Showalter, the bank's regional 
marketing director. 
Monday, students can open new accounts in 
Warren Campus Center Room A on the mezzanine 
and make deposits at the bank. The rest of the 
week, tellers will be handling all business at the 
bank from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Friday until 3:30 p.m. 
The sank will open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. on 
two Saturdays, Sept. 6 and 13. "People that want 
to avoid the lines earlier in the week can come by 
Saturday," Showalter said. 
About 2,000 students already have signed up for 
accounts, Showalter said Thursday. 
Bill Walton, Sovran's area manager, said be has 
not noticed a large number of students closing ac- 
counts with, his bank yet. 
"We really won't know what the trend is until 
all the students get back to school," he said. 
First American was chosen last semester by a 
committee made up of administrators and the Stu- 
dent Government president. The other banks con- 
sidered were Sovran, United Virginia Bank and 
Jefferson National Bank. 
The beginning of the rush "already hit last 
week" at the campus First American bank, 
Showalter said. To keep the bank running 
smoothly,    about   IS   extra   First   American 
See BANK page 2*- 
Phone 
fun 
The university's new phone network has 
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Comic Relief 
We want your opinion: 
Should we run the comics 
with our present format 
twice-weekly in the 
classified section or should 
we change to a weekly one- 
page separate section 
following Bloom County 
and  Far Side through the 
week? 
, 
Please let us know. Mail 
responses to: The Breeze, 
AnthonySeeger Hall, Cam- 
pus Mail. 
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Construction changes campus scenery 
By Mike Wilson 
assistant news editor 
The face of the campus is slowly 
changing. 
One or two at a time, new 
buildings are being constructed. 
Steps and sidewalks are being added 
to provide greater safety and conve- 
nience. 
The two most obvious additions 
being made are a new residence hall 
and two more Greek Row units. 
The residence hall, which is 
located on the hillside between the 
Warren Campus Center and Bell 
Hall, has been under construction 
since June. It is designed to look like 
Bell but be slightly larger, said 
George Marcum, director of 
building and grounds. 
Marcum said the cost of the new 
dorm is estimated at $3.7 million. 
Two new Greek units are being ad- 
ded to the end of Greek Row and 
will be identical to to the old ones, 
Marcum said. Construction of the 
units began in July, and their cost is 
expected to be about $2.7 million. 
The new buildings are being built 
by Nielsen Construction Co. and are 
expected to be finished by the fall of 
1987, Marcum said. 
Nielsen has done most of JMU's 
construction in the past. The com- 
pany's work includes the construc- 
tion of Miller Hall and Duke Fine 
Arts Center. » 
"They've most always been the 
lowest bidder," Marcum said. 
"They"ve done a lot in the past and 
they kind of know how to get along 
with everyone." 
Besides constructing new 
buildings, Nielsen also is in the pro- 
cess of renovating Keezel Hall. 
Another improvement on campus 
is the new concrete steps on the hill 
behind the Warren Campus Center 
patio. The old wooden steps were 
uneven and became slippery when 
Staff photo by MINQ LEONQ 
One construction site on campus is on the hill near Bell Hell, where a new residence hall is going up. 
wet, causing a safety hazard. 
In addition to the improvements 
currently being made around cam- 
pus, the university is planning many 
other projects for the near future. 
Included in these projects will be 
the construction of two new 
buildings at the end of the quad, 
Marcum said. 
The first of these buildings is to be 
a new music building located next to 
Spotswood Hall and facing the 
quad, Marcum said. 
"We have construction money for 
the music building, but we aren't 
taking bids yet," he said. The 
building is expected to cost about 
$6.9 million. 
The other new building will be a 
new school of business located next 
to Ashby Hall and facing the quad. 
The school of business will be direct- 
ly across from the new music 
building, Marcum said. Its cost is 
estimated to be $9.5 million. 
Marcum did not know when con- 
struction will begin on the buildings. 
Another major project being plan- 
ned is renovation and possible ex- 
pansion of Burruss Hall. 
Marcum said the university is con- 
ducting a study to determine what 
improvements are needed most. 
"Right now it looks like the air con- 
ditioning and electrical systems will 
have to be renovated before 
anything else is done" in Burruss, he 
said.' 
Marcum said the university also is 
planning to build a placement 
center, but that project is still in the 
early planning stages and no location 
has been chosen. 
He said the area across Interstate 
81 has been considered as a possible 
area for expansion in the past, but 
the idea was dismissed because the 
the landscape of the area makes 
building impractical. 
"It's kind of a tough area to build 
in," Marcum said. "The per unit 
cost is extremely high." 
Some less costly projects planned 
for this year include expanding and 
paving Z-lot, and installing more 
lights in the lot. Z-lot is located 
across Port Republic Road. 
The university is also planning to 
build a sidewalk along Bluestone 
Drive leading from Chandler Hall to 
Port Republic Road to cut down the 
safety risks of students walking the 
road. 
New phones may be best toy since the yo-yo 
By Maria Osbom 
news editor ___ 
The new toy on campus this fall may be the 
phone. 
Students will be playing with the new phone 
system by putting callers on hold, talking to two 
people at one time, using the automatic call back 
and call waiting features. 
The university spent about $3.8 million and a 
year's time to implement the new phone system. 
The last phones were connected in Glick, Lambda 
Chi and Sigma Pi earlier this week and technicians 
have been working to make sure all phones are 
operating correctly. —- 
With the new system, students will have the op- 
tion to purchase a calling card for $4.30 a month, 
allowing them to make off-campus and long- 
distance calls from any phone. Roommates can 
purchase cards separately to eliminate joint phone 
bills. 
Students will receive information on the phone 
features and calling cards when they move in. Tom 
Bonadeo, director of the telecommunications 
department set up to operate the new system, 
hopes students will purchase calling cards within 
the first week of school. The cards will be sold all 
year, he said. 
"We would appreciate it if they (students) would 
do it right away," he said. "We hope it'll be a one 
or two-day turnaround time" for getting the cards 
to the students after they apply for them, Bonadeo 
said.   ._ 
The telephone system will be operated from a 
basement office in Wilson Hall. Students should 
go to the office with all comments and complaints, 
Bonadeo said. 
"You won't have to fight with the telephone 
company," he said. 
. About three years ago, it became apparent that 
JMU needed a new system to accomodate growth. 
Continental Telephone of Virginia could not 
assign numbers to install more phones on campus. 
After switching to the 568 prefix number last 
year to get more numbers, the university decided to 
purchase an entirely new system from Universal 
Communication Systems Inc. in Roanoke. 
"We needed a larger system and the only way to 
get it was to buy it," Bonadeo said. 
Mark Webb, customer service supervisor for 
Universal Communication Systems Inc., said 
JMU's phone system is "the Cadillac of telephone 
systems." 
The university purchased the most popular 
features for the phones in a package purchase, but 
more features are available. "The system is 
unlimited in what you can do," Webb said. 
See PHONES page 8 
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WE ARE YOUR ONE STOP 
AUTO STORE THAT STOCKS 
NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE SUCH AS: 
A. C. Champion & Motorcraft Plugs 
A.P. Exhaust 
Arrow Alternators & Starters 
Dayco Belts & Hoses 
Exlde Batteries 
Fat Pro Gaskets 
Fram Filters 
Moog Front End Parts 
Niahoff Ignition 
Raybestos Brake Shoes & Pads 
Sealed Power Engine Parts & Kits 
OUR MACHINE SHOP OFFERS: 
We accept 
Valve Jobs 
Cook Blocks & Heads 




Install Guides & Seats 
Resurface Rotors & Drums 
Resurface Fly Wheels 
Repair Alternators & Starters 
Press Axle Bearings 
Rebuild Calipers 
AUTOMOTIVE SUPPLY OF 
HARRISONBURG, INC. 
1036 Edom Road. Harrisonburg, VA. 
Phone Store 4339154   Shop 433-1452 
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- - 188 S. Mason St. Harrisonburg   Phone 434-7234 
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Speaker supports liberal arts 
By Mike Wilson 
assistant news editor JL 
JMU should continue the push for 
liberal studies in education, said the 
president of the Association of 
American Colleges yesterday. 
John Chandler, who spoke to the 
faculty in Grafton-Stovall Theatre, 
said the university has "a unique op- 
portunity now to play a national 
leadership role in developing new 
combinations of liberal studies and 
vocational programs." 
World War II marked the "end of 
an era in which the college ex- 
perience was designed almost ex- 
clusively for those entering the tradi- 
tional professions of teaching, law, 
medicine and the ministry," he said. 
"Now our colleges serve a much 
larger range of private and public 
needs, and a much larger and much 
more diverse population of students. 
And the vocational mentality is here 
to stay," he said. 
"As it has evolved into a com- 
prehensive university, JMU has 
reflected many of the fundamental 
trends of our larger society in a 
much more pronounced way than 
those trends are reflected in some 
older institutions." 
Chandler said there has been a 
dramatic shift in undergraduate field 
of study in the past 15 years. 
"Whereas two-thirds of 
undergraduate students were in 
libra! arts programs in 1970, today 
only about one-third are in liberal 
arts programs," he said. 
In recent years, enrollment has 
severely declined in programs such 
as history, literature, philosophy, 
foreign languages and mathematics, 
Chandler said. As a result, students 
may not be receiving as well-rounded 
an education as possible. 
"The college experience in this 
country has always served a voca- 
tional purpose. . .still the vocational 
mentality has become far too pro- 
nounced in the past two decades, 
and some of the fundamental goals 
of the college experience have fallen 
into the backround. 
"Many students are receiving an 
education that is too narrow in its 
content, too focused on short term 
goals, and one that is not likely to 
serve them well in the course of a 
long life. 
"The basic sciences, the 
humanities and the social sciences 
help students gain that larger 
understanding of who they are, 
where their society came from, 
where it is going, and what its great 
perils and its great possibilities are," 
Chandler said. 
"It is dangerous to assume. . .that 
if each of us is competent and 
dedicated in his or her specialized 
work that all the other dimensions of 
common life wilt' take care of 
themselves," he said. 
Chandler said an education should 
prepare a person for "full life," not 
just a specific vocation. 
He said the "special appeal" of 
liberal arts comes from the fact that 
"they are intrinsically interesting." 
They satisfy peoples' basic curiosity 
about the world they live in. 
Chandler said he was pleased that 
JMU was planning to reexamine the 
"place of liberal studies in the 
undergraduate curriculum." 
He encouraged faculty members 
to create "new patterns of liberal 
studies," within the framework of 
JMU's various departments and pro- 
grams. 
He said they should learn from 
what is done at other universities, 
but should not be afraid to be "bold 
and innovative in your approach to 
liberal studies." 
Chandler received bachelor's 
degrees from Wake Forest College 
and Duke University, and his doc- 
torate from Duke University. He has 
served as president at Williams Col- 
lege and at Hamilton College. 
Valley Day 
to feature arts 
Artists and craftsmen from 
throughout the Shenandoah 
Valley will be showing off their 
work Saturday, Sept. 6 at JMU's 
seventh annual Valley Day. 
The day's events focus atten- 
tion on life in the Shenandoah 
Valley and win feature a large 
display and sale of arts and 
crafts. About 60 exhibitors are 
expected to take part. 
Valley Day was first held at 
JMU in 1980 and the arts and 
crafts show has been a major part 
of the days activities each year. 
The program is scheduled to 
coinside with the 7MU Dukes' 
opening football game against 
the University of Massachusetts. 
The crafts show begins at 2 p 
and continues until the 
begins at 7:30.. 
Other attractions to be held 
during Vauey Day include a dog- 
ging demonstration and music by 
the Massanutten Mountain Clog- 
gers, a rappcQmg demonstration 
at Eagle Hall by JMU ROTC 
cadets, a special haMtime perfor- 
mance by the JMU Marching 
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Lloyd's Steak House 
Seafood Buffet-Saturday. 
Nights 
Sunday Lunch Buffet 
Beer, Wine and Cocktails 
Major Credit Cards Accepted 
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Phones  
+■ (continued from page 3) 
"It's the top one in large installa- 
tions, such as .those in universities 
and hospitals." 
Depending on the number of call- 
ing cards purchased by students, the 
university may make enough money 
to purchase additional features in 
the future, Bonadeo said. 
Currently, White, McGraw-Long, 
Chandler and Hoffman halls have 
additional lines installed so students 
can purchase them for personal com- 
puter use. 
An additional feature that may be 
offered in the future is the ability to 
send messages electronically from 
computer to computer. Also, the 
phones may be able to transmit voice 
mail, similar to an answering 
machine, Bonadeo said. 
Phone systems like this one are 
now operating on several other cam- 
puses like the University of Ten- 
nessee, the University of Iowa and 
Yale. 
Bonadeo said converting to the 
new system is such a big project, 
there are bound to be a few problems 
at the beginning of the year. "We in- 
stalled more than 5,000 lines. If we 
only have 1 percent error, we'll be in 
good shape." 
He is prepared to work with 
students to solve problems that arise. 
"We're a brand new department 
so    there    will    probably    be 
fi   i 
Staff photo by MING LEONG 
Telecommunications director Tom Bonadeo adjusts phone wires. 
Convocation 
set for tonight 
JMU freshmen and their parents 
are invited to the fall freshman con- 
vocation to be held tonight in the 
Convocation Center. 
Beginning at 6 p.m., the convoca- 
tion will feature addresses by acting 
president Dr. Russell Warren and 
James Wood, the chairman and 
chief executive officer of the Great 
A&P Tea Co. 
Wood, who is a member of the 
Board of Visitors, will speak on the 
value of a liberal education. The 
program will also include a formal 
processional of the faculty. 
The first freshman convocation, 
designed to introduce freshmen to 
college, was held last year.. 
Associate professor 
named to council 
problems. . .but we're here to serve 
the needs." 
Students who lose their calling 
cards should report the loss, 
Bonadeo said. "We can disable a 
number in the machine 
immediately." 
If a student is using someone else's 
calling card number without permis- 
sion, the card owner should be able 
to track down the violator because 
phone bills will include the location 
where calls were made, he said. 
Phone bills will be paid through 
the Wilson office. Since the depart- 
ment is part of the university, unpaid 
bills will result in a hold on the call- 
ing card owner's registration 
privileges just like an unpaid library 
fine, Bonadeo said. 
Dr. Joel Vedelli, an associate pro- 
fessor of physical and health educa- 
tion, has been appointed by Gov. 
Gerald Baliles to a four-year term on 
the Governor's Council on Physical 
Fitness and Sport. 
Vedelli is currently serving as 
president-elect of the Virginia 
Association for Health, Physical 
Education, Recreation and Dance. 
He will assume the duties of presi- 
dent in December. 
Come join our gang at.... 
RESTAURANT AND DELICATESSEN 
Deli• Gourmet Foods*Mixed Beverages 
Imported Cheeses*Beer & Wine 
Catering Service - 434-7647 





Buy One Milk Shake At Reg.  t 
Price - Gel Second Shake 
For One Half Price. 
|   (JIM- (_'nu|x>n Per Purchase   Expires May IS. 1986 




One Coupon Per Purchase 
Expires May 15. 1986 
,    ■« 
tgiaam FACTORY 
Three Locations To 




Special Flavors: Oreo, Oreo Mint 
Butter  Finger,   Strawberry  Cheesecake 
Take Out Orders 
S\ny size cone or cup 
One coupon per purchase 
EXPIRES 9/30/86 
j& 
V~  50< OFF 
BANANA SPLIT 
(Any Size) 
One Coupon Per Pun has 
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S90 Cantrell Ave. 
Mon.- Thurs. 
11 am • 10 pm 
Fri. .. 11 am - 11 pm 
Sat. . .12   noon - 11 pm 









It doesn't take a genius 
to notice that the 
best haircuts in town 
come from .   / 
SIUDIC P. HD. 









The Breeze needs production people. So, tf 
you have experience with layout or paste-up 
we are looking for you for a job next fall. Job 
iriyolves all aspects of production, including 
layout, paste-up and straightening. 
// you are interested, call Diane Benevides at 




mutm (w,th   y i  this ad) J 
DONT EVEN TRY! 
Available at 
Cyciery 
40 S.LIberty m. m 
t^t'tHen      OPENING SEPT. 1! 
433-0323       For aH vour McydinQ needs 
g© lo W®M ©ft* 
Buy One Get One Free 
Any Size Cone or Cup 
Limit One Per Purchase 




3 DAYS ONLY THURS.-SAT., SEPT. 4*6 
10 OFF 
ALL OTHER BIKES 
IN STOCK 
NEW And USED 
Schwinn Varsity 10 Speed 
(Ladies 19" Frame -1 Only) 
Schwinn Madison Track Bike 
(Mens 23" Frame -1 Only) 
TREK 40012 Speed (1985) 
(Mens 21" Frame-1 Only 
Mens 22" Frame -1 Scarlet, 1 Blue 
Mens 24" Frame -1 Scarlet, 2 Blue 
Mens 25" Frame • 1 Scarlet, 1 Blue) 
TREK 420 15 Speed (1985) 
(Tourino Bike • 24" Frame -1 Only) 






679.95 619.95 TREK 1000 Aluminum 
(Sport/Racing — 21", 23" Frame) 
SALE PRICES APPLY ONLY TO BIKES ON HAND 
*1A AFF  ALL CYCLE JERSEYS 
IV VI IN STOCK 
OPEN 9-4 SATURDAY- COME & SAVE 
Regular Hours 9:00 A,M.-5:30 P.M. 
No Lay-A-Way Or Trade In On Sale Bike. 
Cash Or Credit Card Only 
MARK'S BIKE SHOP 
1570 S. Main Street 
Harritonburg, Va. 22601 
1703)434-5151 
"^   \ 
Welcome Back Students 
* 
Welcomes all students back 
end invites you to come by and 
check out out car stereo 




,        , 
And we're the only authorized 
cor stereo deoler in Harhsonburg! 
Is your car stereo on the blink? Your 
home stereo won't make it through the 
"Back to School" parties? Bring it to 
R.A.S Electronic- we're a factory 
warranty authorized for 13 different 
brands, and we have the lowest labor 
rates In town! 
R.A.S Electronics 
1469 S.Main SUKline Realty Btdg.) 
? blocks south of camour 
433-9327 
I r^k iiour JMU. dinectoru for discount 
v^ 
Adults return to school 
seeking general degree 
By Martin Romjue 
staff writer 
Matilda Yodcr is going back to 
school. 
But Yodcr is not the average retur- 
ning JMU student. A local office 
manager in her upper 40s, she is 
returning to earn a Bachelor of 
General Studies degree. 
Yoder will be among several 
adults pursuing degrees this fall at 
JMU under a general studies degree 
program that stresses flexibility, 
diversity and the creative needs of its 
students. 
Speaking to an orientation 
meeting Tuesday, general studies 
program director Gary Smith said 
"adults are more motivated and 
goal-oriented, and they know more 
from having experienced more of life 
than the average student." 
The general studies program is 
designed to give adults flexibility in 
choosing classes that accommodate 
their work schedules and family 
responsibilties. 
An adult student can register as a 
transfer student, reentry student or 
an adult special - a student who does 
not meet standard admissions re- 
quirements. Applicants must have 
completed their last formal educa- 
tion at least two years ago. 
BGS students are required to take 
24 credit hours in social and 
behavioral sciences, humanities and 
the natural sciences. They must also 
complete a program entry course, 
and a minimum of 30 credit hours in 
a particular field of study. 
Army secretary honored 
for speech given here 
Secretary of the Army John 
Marsh received the George 
Washington Honor Medal on 
August 24 for his speech "the 
World of James Madison," 
which he presented at JMU's 
Founders Day Ceremony on 
March 20, 1983. 
The award is given to an in- 
dividual whose contributions 
reflect the ideals of human honor 
and the basic concepts of a free 
society. Past recipients of the 
award include Congressman Jack 
Kemp, Gen. William 
Westmoreland, actor Jimmy 
Stewart and former president 
Dwight Eisenhower. 
In  his  speech,   Marsh  said. 
"The age of Madison is a legacy 
to the modern world. We are 
special heirs. We have prospered 
because of his efforts." 
He went on to say,' 'America is 
both a powerful idea and a great 
moral force. Rooted in western 
values, and the Judean-Christian 
Heritage, it recognizes the in- 
estimable worth of the in- 
dividual." 
Marsh served four terms as a 
congressman from Virginia's 
seventh district from 1963 to 
1971. He also served as Vice 
President Gerald Ford's Assis- 
tant for National Security Af- 
fairs, then as counsellor to Ford 
when he became president. 
Students enrolling in the program 
may receive credit for individual job 
experiences or previous formal 
education. Coursework can also be 
combined with the student's present 
work responsibilities. 
"Most adults enter this program 
for either job advancement or attain- 
ment, or to finally finish up a degree 
because it is something they always 
wanted to do," Smith said. 
Seventy-eight students have 
graduated with BGS degrees since 
the program's inception in 1977. 
Eight graduated last semester. 
Yoder has 79 credit hours already, 
and is pursuing a business concentra- 
tion to enhance her work experience. 
She hopes to finish in three to four 
years. 
Yoder said, "One never knows 
what's in the future, and it's a mat- 
ter of being prepared for a possible 
change in jobs." 
Smith said most students in the 
program take concentrations in 
business, legal services and social 
work professions. But the program 
is individualized also, with students 
choosing courses to fit personal 
needs, he stressed. 
"A BGS degree is more com- 
petitive not just because it is a 
degree, but the adult student is older 
and more experienced, and that 
makes them more salable," Smith 
said. 
Yoder said she is excited about 
returning to school. 
"I look forward to learning and I 
enjoy the classes," Yoder said. 
"Education is extremely important 
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JIFFY 66 & MARKET 
Port Republic Road 
Valid Driver's license required for beer 
WELCOME BACK STUDENTS! 
PACKAGE BEER 
Molson, beer, ale. 3.39 
Heineken 6pk 4.09 
Coors  Lt. 12pk 5.39 
OldMil.Gpk 2.25 
OldMil.24pk 8.49 
Strohs &Lt. 15pk 5.39 
Busch 6pk 1.99 
Goebels12pk ...3.19 
Coors 12pk 4.99 
White Mntn 
Coolers. 2.19 
Rolling Rock 12pk 4.89 
Bud 12pk 5.49 
Bud6pk    2.69 
LONGNECKS 
Old Mil 9.65 dep. 
Coors 11.20 dep. 
Coors It 11.20 dep. 
Bud 11.20 dep. 
Busch 8.49 dep. 
KEGS 
Coors    Vi 40.00 V* 25.50 
Bud Vi 40.50 1/4 25.50 
Old Mil Vi 31.00 Vi 20.50 
Busch Vi 31.00 
Schaefer V, 27.00 
Bull Vi 35.00 
Strohs. V» 31.00 
Blue Rib Vi 31.00 % 20.50 
Mlchelob           % 44.50 'A 28.50 
Milk 1 gal 1" 
Mr. Snack assorted'chips 09 
Papers, magazines, party needs 
Mt. Devn Dr. Pepper 12pk 2.69 or 3 cans .89 
The Phillips 6(8 across from Ho-Jo's      4334559 
RESUMES that get results! 
OUR PROFESSIONAL RESUMES DO GET RESULTS! 
WE HAVE: 
•FREE brochure with tips on how to write resumes. 
♦Typesetting only $15.00 per page for one-week service. 
(Additional charge for faster service.) 
• Printed quality copies of your resume in any quantity on high 
quality paper.   Prices vary with quantity. 
♦Extra sheets and envelopes to match. 
ALSO STOP BY FOK: 
• ANNOUNCEMENTS! We have a wide variety of graduation and 
wedding announcements, stationery, and accessories. Drop by to 
browse through our catalogs. 
• fOPIFC (ft* WE HAVE SELF-SERVICE COPIERS FOR YOUR 
^.V^r IK.J  *H OTHER COPY NEEDS - S« per copy wMi U>. 
MS'-i.ES'       I    KWIK-KOfY PRINTING 
RwtA Kfaf       35 Kenmore Street 
1    Hirmonburg, VA 22M1 
(Street behind Ooverleaf McDonald's in King Photo Building) PRINTING 
433-2828 
Valley Plaza  Haircutters  Ltd. 
Haircuts   $ 7.00   and Under ! 
No Appointment Needed 
8 Hairstylists 
Clip ft Sm 
yhwtVaitu j 
2 Copies tor 
ttM Prict of I 
With 
Keys Made 
Get 2 copits ol »ny one single bitted 
key lw the (nice ol I   while you wiit 
Cooton E»piiet    i-iM-8» 
ROCKINtf A- 
Welcome  w 
Back! 
UmR: tM CMS** tti CwHwu 
Look no more! 
In stock every day... 
• Loft Hardware 
• Extension Cords 
• Stackable Storage 
Crates 
• Bulletin Boards 
SM HOURS: 
CD V030 S. High St. 7:30-5:30 M-F 
CD 7:30-5:00 SAT 







And much more... 
- .: rasi» 







»«»»•-? »*a-a«'«K«<r'-s J^.i^M^jliiteailif^jMUe ,3 
<y    THE 
We Make Donuts Every Night 
In Harrisonburg at 373 N. Mason St. 
Just for You! 
We serve donuts and coffee 24 hours a day, 
seven days a week! 
■ * 
Late or in a hurry call us 
at 433-1734 —i 
We will have your order 
ready when you arrive! 
KELTY -     SIERRA WEST - VASQUE - BLUEWATER - NALGENE - HTTEC - WIGWAM   LONG HANDLES - STATE OF THE ARTZ - MERRELL - 
i ' 
B:-- ... fe 
SUMMER CLOSE OUT SALE 
Shorts - T-Shirts - Pants 
■ 
Plus 'Fall clothing arriving daily (great deals on selected items) 
JACKETS - Gore Tex - Synchilla, Polar plus 
BOOTS - Lightweights start at $33.50 
SUNGLASSES - Vuarnet, The best - We sell them for less. 
RUGBY JERSEYS - The real thing , arriving soon. 
HACKY SACKS and AEROBIES 
» 
** * 














M.E.I. - MARMOT - LOWE - ROYALROBBINS - DIAMOND BRAND - PATAGONIA - GREGORY - VUARNET - MOUNTAIN SMITH - TERRAMAR 
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Staff photo by MINQ LEONQ Smile for the camera 
Congressional nominee Flo Traywick and former Secretary of     ference at the Valley Airport Tuesday. Haig visited the area to 
State Alexander Halg were surrounded by media in a press con-     campaign for Traywick. 
JVJJti 
' • I  
^OtU0|) 
Sure 




Let us help you keep that tan. 
FULL   SERVICE   PROFESSIONAL 
Tanning  Salon 
UVA rays and UVB rays 
College courses for career success. 
JAMES MAOISON UNIVERSITY 
MILITARY SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 
> Fall Semester 1986 
Military Science courses offer challenges, interest and ex- 
citement. Try one of our courses- without obligation! A look at 
the courses offered this spring appears below. Choose the 
class that Interests you and try it with us in the spring. 
LEADERSHIP LABORATORY, MSCI 100, 1 CREDIT, 1 SEC- 
TION. 
A laboratory In leadership developement stressing the applica- 
tion of leadership principles, responsibilities of the leader and 
affording experience through practical exercise. Hands-on 
training with Army equipment and practical exercises are em- 
phasized. Field trips Include training at the Army National 
Guard Armory and other local training sites. Good course to 
see if Army is for you. (Th 1505-1706) SEC 0901, SD201. - 
INTRODUCTION TO ORIENTEERING, MSCI 102 /PE 152, 2 
CREDITS, 2 SECTIONS. 
This first block course introduces the student to the interna- 
tional sport of Orienteering. It provides an opportunity to gain 
an understanding of map and compass use and enhances the 
student's enjoyment of the out-of doors; Local and national 
competition available. (MWF 1100-1245) SEC 0101, SD201 and 
(MWF 1400-1545) SEC 0102, SD201. 
INTRODUCTION TO ROTC, MSCI106,1 CREDIT, 4 SECTIONS. 
This course will introduce the student to the Reserve Officer 
Training Corps (ROTC) program: The Roles of the Active Army, 
National Guard and Reserve; and an Introduction to Basic 
Leadership Principles. Also covered will be current trends in 
Army Developments and Improvements. (Tu 1050-1140) SEC 
0001, S0201; (Th 800-650) SEC 0002, SD201; (MW 1100-1150) 
SEC 0201, (MW 1400-1450) SEC 0202, SO201. 
COMPARATIVE MILITARY SYSTEMS, MSCI 210, 2 CREDITS, 1 
SECTION. 
Learn abc t the operations, strategies, and basic tactics of 
selected Armies of the World. Main areas of concern are 
United Stat s, Union of Soviet Socialists Republics, Northern 
Atlantic Treaty Organization, Warsaw Pact and the Middle 
East. A study of weapons, weapon systems and equipment is 
included. Guest speaker will be used. (T-Th 0950-1040) SEC 
0001, SD201. 
ARM* REiERM OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS 
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K40MM*? 
We've got: cute one's, ugly ontfs, fat one's, skinny 
one's, some that will, some that won't, some that 
fly, some that don't, at the 
Aquarium 
Pet Shop 















20 GAL   99.95 
29 GAL   129.95 
38 GAL   179.95 
45 GAL   189.95 
55 GAL   209.95 









and starter set 
24.99 
15% OFF 
ANY ANIMAL OR 
BIRD CAGE COMBd 
Sale items excluded 
exp. 9-22-86 
MEMO: 
The Animal  House is now in  its 4th year of 
professional service.  Each year we offer JMU 
students an opportunity to add a little life to their 
pad- -. . 
Prices are reasonable. Quality and selection are the 
best in this area. If you're a fish nut we'll blow 
your mind (African Cichlids and Fish-eating-fish 
are our specialty). We've got cute and cuddlies too. 
Captive   born  birds  and   reptiles.  All  products 
guaranteed. •"- 
Thanks for your patronage. Mike, Doug, Tammi and 
Ed- The Animal House. ' 
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HOTEL MANAGEMENT STUDENTS: 
...And Now You Can Save 20%! 
You'll also find hundreds of 
other things you might need 
to start the semester off 
right all at just the right 
price... visit us today..., we're 
in the Medical Arts Center 
Cbuilding in the back, 
downstairs). 
Williamson's (703)434-2372 
PH'WVVCYtt Medical Art*. Buildinq 
E.H0ME HEALTH Lower Level 
■iMucl Marrisonburg, VA 
X 
FRIT AGE 
350 Wtttmw Ori»t, HjlllMtwi, VA    22M1 
TtUptoM: 433-3111 
8 Our Weekend Buffets 
•Thursday'* Friday Evening      5-8 PM       $7.50 
Steamed spiced shrimp, hand breaded fried oysters, cod 
nuggets, barbeque shortribs.baked ham w/raisin sauce, 
assorted vegetables, relish bar, homemade soups & 
desserts 
• Saturday Breakfast 7:30-12 N      *4.25 
Sausage souffle, scrambled eggs, chipped beef gravy, 
bacon, homefries, coffee cake, cinnamon *?»*, biscuits & 
fruit. 
• Saturday Evening 5-8 PM $7.50 
Steamed spiced shrimp, hand breaded fried oysters, 
barbeque shortribs, baked chicken, cod nuggets, 
assorted vegetables, relish bar, homemade soups & 
desserts. 
Breakfast served 6 am-10:45 em Mon.-Sat. 
Lunch A Dinner Served 11:00 em to 8:00 pm Mon.-Sat. 
Try our Luncheon Express 11-2 pm Mon.-Friday 
Closed Sunday 
All Baked Goods made in our own 
Bakery at Waterman Square 
Welcome Back Students 
- 
...you've missed JMs all summer, 
so....come make up for lost time!! 
433 - 8537 
Something happening EVERY Night 
Also, visit the best DELI around!! 
CROISSANTS 
5ANDKMCHe 







BEER-'   PReTZELS* FRUiT- 





SU&S-    %g 




A4ACAROUUSALAD • PdtWB -SALAD' 
CAKic-^^^tfjr   UN&UIW/  SALAD* 
FRENCH APPLe ^tjSb-F* Nf    CHEESECAKE • 
peANLrreurTCR fteWBa rjiu. P'^J^tf' 
NACHO 5uPR£M« • 
NACHOS- PICANTE OR. 
CHEDDAR. CHeesE. • 
Look for our complete menu in future issues 
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Largest class in JMU history enters this fall 
By Amy Porter 
staff writer 
More than 1,900 freshman will 
enter JMU this year, making up the 
largest entering class ever, said ad- 
missions director Francis Turner. 
Approximately 1,760 freshmen 
enrolled last year, said Fred Hilton, 
director of university relations. 
Not only are this year's freshmen 
high in quantity, but their Scholastic 
Aptitude Test scores are "com- 
parable or above" those of last year, 
Hilton said. 
He could not give a mean figure 
for the freshmen's scores. Last 
year's average SAT score for the 
freshman class was 1,066. 
When the incoming freshman ar- 
rive this year, 22 percent will have 
traveled from outside Virginia. 
The majority of out-of-state 
freshmen live in Maryland, Hilton 
said. Many others are from Penn- 
sylvania, New Jersey and New York. 
Most of the in-state students are 
from Northern Virginia, Tidewater, 
Richmond and the Shenandoah 
area, Hilton said. 
"The mix is similar to previous 
years," he said. 
One out-of-state freshman, John 
Powers, came to JMU from Europe', 
where he lived the last three ye^rs. 
He heard about JMU from a college 
catalog. 
"It looks like a nice place," 
Powers said. "The people are nice 
here." 
David Washburn, a freshman 
from Powhatan, chose JMU after 
hearing positive things about the 
university from his brother, a junior 
here, and others. 
"I'm really looking forward to it. 
I'm more excited than nervous." 
THE 10 MINUTES YOUSPEND 







• No payments until you graduate, 
up to 10 years to repay. 
• Low interest rates just for students. 
• Easy applications available at 
Jefferson National Bank Offices. 
Almost 60% of all college students work 
during the school year and almost 90% dur- 
ing the summer. And we're glad they da We 
think they'll make better financial decisions 
later and be more productive full-time em- 
ployees after graduation. But working may 
not be able to pay the lull tab for a college 
education. Jefferson National Bank believes 
everyone who wants an education should be 
entitled to receive it. We're committed to 
that ideal. 
That's why Jefferson National Bank is 
offering a guaranteed student loan that can 
meet almost all of your educational needs. 
Whether you plan to attend a four year or 
community college, or a vocational, techni- 
cal or business school a Jefferson National 
Bank student loan is available for any 
approved school. 
Try us out. Stop by the Jefferson National 
Bank office nearest you. If you meet SEAA 
eligibility requirements, the few minutes you 
spend with us will be well worth your time. 
We can get you growing 
Jefferson 
National Bank 
With 72 Offlf Acre-Vbifato  
Mentor FMC 
Missy Caddigan, a freshman from 
Dumfries, has more than a good 
education on her mind. 
"I hope to get involved socially. I 
might pledge a sorority," she said. 
She's a little nervous about 
classes, but anxious to enter college. 
Tony Cupit, a freshman football 
player on" an athletic scholarship, 
was offered scholarships at two 
other colleges. He chose JMU 
because he liked it the best. 
He expects JMU to provide "a 
good education, a lot of fun, and 
hopefully, a national championship 
from the football team," he said. 
Reading list 
helpful for some, 
but not others 
By Amy Porter 
staff writer «  
Some freshmen benefited from 
reading books on the freshman 
reading list they received this sum- 
mer, while others either ignored the 
list or didn't receive it. 
David Washburn, a freshman 
from Powhatan, said he read all but 
two books on the list and enjoyed 
them. 
"I thought they were really good 
books," he said. 
He said he feels prepared to 
discuss these books in class. "If 
they're assigned, I won't have to 
read them over again." 
The freshman reading list was 
started last year and different books 
were included this year. Dr. Robert 
Geary, head of the English depart- 
ment, said distributing the list 
should facilitate discussion in 
freshman English classes because the 
students will have read common 
works.   *. 
Some books on the list are re- 
quired reading for freshmen, Geary 
said. Others are just suggested. 
Freshman John Powers, who is 
from Europe, said he did not receive 
the reading list. 
Tony Cupit, a freshman football 
player on an athletic scholarship, 
didn't receive the list either. He said 
he has never heard of it. 
Jennifer Reynolds, a freshman 
from Leesburg, not only received the 
list, but read almost every book on 
it. She said some were difficult to 
read and others were boring. 
She received one special addition 
to the list for her major in music. 
Missy Caddigan, from Dumfries, 
didn't read any of the books on the 
list this summer. She had read some 
of the books in high school though. 
"I don't know if it's required to 
read them. I did read this summer, 
but I didn't look for any particular 
book on the list. I don't know if 
they'll be used in class or not," she 
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Start your 
Labor Day Weekend 









□ 19" Color TV 







Rack Not Included 
^MITSUBISHI 
□20" Color Console 




5     MIE 9  IU 
*689 
THURS [    FRI    1 SAT □ MON 10-2 
SALE W/NO PAYMT "TIL 
DEC 1ST! ($300 



























VHS VIDEO CASSETTE 
$3.75 
COMPACT DISC 
FOR YOUR CAR! 
Come In and check 'em out! 
CTSHE STEREO CASSETTE DECK cAUF WITH DOLBY NR s$AsoE $79 
AMITSUBISHI t%~"^J?rgL- *W^IW«1 ■ **WU*%*I II    at once' Unear tracking turntable, AM/FM   9 Bill 
tuner remote control      ; SAVE $131       ^ ^9 mkjW 
[J2E 
$229 
DIGITAL CAR STEREO 
22 W/CH DAuto-Rev. D 
Scan tuner Q15 presets 
DExc. FM reception DOolby 
NRDCIock      SAVE'100 
GRETSCH BLACKHAWKS 
□SAVE $290*599*® 
' LUDWIG ROCKERS 
□SAVE $251 !*$WM 
ml NEW! ESP GUITARS 
— -»»»•>> BwyuwdtoiiMM am! 
CELEBRITY SERIES A . 
^v^'f™* $149 





Mon.-Thurs    9:00-5:00 
™<l«y 9:00-7:00 
Saturday       9:00-5:00 
- 







SOU FROM 12«J T011»11 
VAMCTY Of EMTMTOWS AND ICE CKUI COLORS 
M VARYWM OfMmcS 
alto 
Yards & Yards of VVall-to-Wall Carpets 
ALL AT SPECIAL SALE PRICES! 








\  REMEMBER US FOR ALL 
YOUR COCKTAIL PARTIES, 
FORMALS AND SEMI-FORMALS 
v*1bide$Howe 
(SrTUJtHDl 
16 S. MAIN ST. 
434-8053 
HOURS: 
Mon. Tues, Wed. Sat 10-5 
Thurs-Fri 10-9 
DawnHuth- Owner -«. 








135 W. Market St. 
434-8727 
§SO*SHfLCWi TtU£R 
*>«■>■ I a I 
* ■ ■ • ' 
n«iiTiiiiMMun«M"'nmiijirm 
• 
Norman tried to use the 24-hour 
teller machine, hut he couldnt 
stay awake that long. 
Norman was really impressed with the Sovran Bank Cash Flow* ma- 
chine. It could withdraw or deposit cash, transfer money between his 
accounts, even tell Norman his balance. 
And with over 300 locations, Norman was sure he'd have no 
trouble finding one. Still he was disappointed to learn that Cash Flow 
machines were available for 24-hour use. Norman knew he'd never 
stay awake more than 23. 
SOVRAN BANK* 
There's a Cash Flow teller nearby at the Cloverleaf Shopping Center, 
Harrisonburg. 
C) l*W6 Sovran Financial Corporation: 
Sovran Bank. N.A.. Sovran Bank/Maryland. Sovran Bonk/PC National 
«** 
Ifcil*    FPIC 
1^ 
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CIRO'S 




(Round and Thin) 
12" 14" 16" 
Cheese, Tomato Sauce    3.95 5.25 5.75 
1 Combination T ;....... .4.45 6.25 6.75 
2 Combination 5.00 6.75 6.95 
3 Combination 5.55 7.85 8.25 
4 Combination 6.20 8.10 8.85 
CIRO SPECIAL with any 5 items 6.75 8.70 9.50 
Items 
Ground Beef, Pepperoni, Onion, Sausage, Mushrooms, Ham, 
Black Olives, Sweet or Hot Peppers, Anchovies, Extra Cheese, 
Meat Balls 
Sicilian Pizza 









Cheese, Tomato Sauce 5.75 
1 Combination 6.25 
2 Combination 6.75 
3 Combination 7.75 
4 Combination 8.75 
CIRO SPECIAL with any 5 items 8.95 
Slices of Pizza 80C 
topping on Slices 20« 
Beverages 
MED.     LG. 
Soft Drinks •„,.55       .65 





Steak & Cheese f'.  2.50 
Fried Onions .15, Tomatoes .10, Lettuce .10 
Sweet or Hot Peppers .15 
Extra Cheese .25, Mushrooms .25 
Meat Ball ? 2.30 
Meat Ball Parmagiana (with Cheese) 2.55 
Meat Ball & Peppers (with Peppers ) 2.45 
Sausage 2.30 
Sausage Parmagiana (with Cheese) 2.55 
Sausage & Peppers (with Peppers) 2.45 
V* Lb. Hamburger, Cheese, Lettuce, Tomato 1.40 
Cold Subs 
Ham & Cheese • .2.30 
Salami & Cheese 2.30 
Submarine (Ham-Salami-Cheese) r  .2.55 
Tuna Fish 2 30 




.2.50 Large. .5.50 
Small. 
Stromboli 





778 EAST MARKET STREET 
"    434-5375 
*. « 
LARGE NEAPOLITAN : 









LARGE NEAPOLITAN   j LARGE NEAPOLITAN I 
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Library to add materials 
By Martin Romjue 
staff writer 
Carrier Library will be adding 
more books and periodicals thanks 
to a 20 percent yearly increase in its 
materials budget from the universi- 
ty, but students won't notice the ad- 
ditions right away. 
"The additional funding is like 
pouring water on a dry sponge, and 
it will take a few years to see a 
demonstrial impact at the shelves," 
head librarian Dennis Robison said. 
The library started receiving funds 
July 1 and will gradually expand col- 
lections over the next three to four 
years, he said. 
Approximately 50 to 75 percent of 
the books ordered this year will ar- 
rive before the end of second 
semester, Robison said. 
The funding is a "substantial in- 
crease" and the library is "working 
with faculty and academic depart- 
ments to get recommendations for 
books," Robison said. 
The funding increase will be used 
to purchase books for all academic 
departments, with significant expan- 
sion in the areas of history, music 
and math, he said. 
"We will have a lot of stuff people 
were here for and couldn't find," he 
said. 
A recent state grant will enable the 
library to receive additional com- 
puter equipment within the next 
year, Robison said. Students and 
faculty will have access to more ter- 
minals. 
"There are plans for outside dial 
access to the computer system by 
academic departments," he said. 
Barbara Fox, a librarian in charge 
of developing collections, said she 
thinks all current subject collections 
"are adequate, and in some cases 
more than adequate." 
But the library could use more 
books and periodicals, Fox said. In 
the future, she hopes "students will 
have more to choose from and will 
have more information available to 
them." 
JMU's library cannot be com- 
pared to the one at the University of 
Virginia because that one is a 
"research library," she said. 
The JMU library "is chiefly an 
undergraduate library," Fox said. 
"UVa's library has to support many 
graduate and doctoral programs. At 
JMU we have more modest graduate 
programs." 
Within three years, Fox said every 
academic department will "have 
their own liason librarian responsi- 
ble for ordering new materials for 
that particular department." 
Robison said the library will con- 
tinue consideration of a third floor 
addition to provide space for new 
book collections. 
Earlybirds show up 
before other students 
By Maria Osborn 
news editor 
After summer school ended the 
first week of August, JMU barely 
caught its breath before full-time 
students started streaming onto 
campus again. 
Head residents, football 
players and soccer players were 
the first big groups to arrive for 
the fall semester. They all have 
been here about two weeks now. 
Even though Cleveland head 
resident Suzanne Hines had to 
schedule her summer internship 
in Virginia Beach so it would end 
early, she said coming back to 
school two weeks before most of 
the students was "worth it." 
The first week back, head 
residents attended seminars from 
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday 
through Friday. They learned 
about human relations, counsel- 
ing and other job responsibilities. 
"We were just getting ready 
for the residents and ready to 
train our staffs," Hines said. The 
resident advisors arrived at the 
beginning of this week and also 
received week-long training. 
Returning to school early helps 
a residence hall staff member 
"adjust to being back and adjust 
to the responsibility of the posi- 
tion," Hines said. 
Football and soccer players 
have spent the last two weeks in 
training of a more physical 
nature. 
Senior Karen Grand all, a soc- 
cer manager, said the team has 
practiced twice a day for periods 
of at least two hours. "The guys 
are tired," she said Thursday 
night. "Right about now, 
everybody's ready to get back to 
one practice a day." 
Gibbons Dining Hall was 
relatively quiet until the band 
members and club, officers got 
here this week, Crandall said. "It 
was just the football team and us 
in D-Hall," she said. "Then all 
of a sudden it got noisy." 
The band arrived a week early, 
as usual, for practice. Student 
Government Association officers 
and other organization represen- 
tatives came back for workshops 
and planning sessions. 
Crandall stayed in Bell Hall 
until  Thursday  when  she  was 
See EARLY page 23 ► 
BECOME A MEMBER OF THE MOST 





BS^Rent includes most utilities 
^Swimming pool 
CP* Hot tub 
EL^Tennis courts 
By Fitness room      M/fDlX>X 
IC^Club room JVUCNOR 
DJ^FUII laundry facilities 





D^SpaciOUS yards       Roommate Locating Service 
r Available 
RENT   STARTS 
AT  $130  PERSON 
/•   ,.;" 
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"All the Laundry and Dry 
Cleaning Needs for the 
JMU Student." 
1425 S. Main St. 434-5260 






by the Bunch" 
Bouquet Deliveries, Imprints, Supplies 
for Fundraisers, etc. & Helium 
The largest selection available is all you 
need to know when you call for a delivery 
to that special someone. 
We even deliver bears and other quality 
plush by Dakin, North American, Russ, and 
Real Soft of England. See our display at   , 
Rocky's Mall, Route 11, S. Weyers Cave. 
434-3351      Checks, C.O.D.s, MasterCard, Visa and Choice. 
30DSVUD dl\Oi 
See us for 
Shoe Repair! 
Graham's Shoe Service 
111 N. Liberty Street 
434-1026 
Open Thursday   til 8 p.m. 
iiMiniiimiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiii^ffg 
AUTO mm* 
ELCOME BACK STUDENTS 
10% OFF all regular 
purchases. 
We specialize in 
foreign and domestic 
auto parts. 
OPEN 7:30 AM - 7 PM  M-F 
8 - 4   Sat. 
J    ifriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiirfl; 
i$ United Virginia Bank 
■ 
HARRISONBURG, VIRGINIA 
Automatic Teller Machine 
.   180 East Market St. 
1300 South Main St. and 33 East 
Wire Service From Home 
Come visit us for all your personal banking needs 
United Vlrgjnlq Bank 08 
WELCOME BACK 
JMU STUDENTS! 
Scheduling   & 





774 E. Market St. 
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NEWSFILE 
Faculty receive grants 
Seven grants have been awarded 
to JMU faculty members, the office 
of sponsored programs recently an- 
nounced. 
The principal investigators, pro- 
ject titles, grant agencies and 
amount of award are as follows: 
•Elizabeth Allebaugh of the 
economics department will receive 
$31,280 from the Shanandoah 
Valley Economic Education Corp. 
Inc. for the "Center for Economic 
Education." JMU will provide 
$15,000 in matching funds. 
•Dr. Donna Amenta and Dr. 
Thomas Gallaher of the chemistry 
department will receive $500 from 
the Foxboro Company to work on 
the "Determination of Minimum 
Detectable Limits of a Programmed 
Thermal Desorber Interfaced to a 
OS-MS." 
•Dr. John Dickens of the College 
of Education and Human Services 
will receive $58,815 from the 
Virginia Department of Education 
for the "Shenandoah Valley Beginn- 
ing Teacher Assistance Program." 
•Dr. Charles Runyan of the 
speech pathology and audiology 
department will receive $11,096 
from River's Bend Farm for his pro- 
ject "Speech , Language and Hear- 
ing Services at River's Bend Farm, 
Stanley Va." 
•Sara Runyan of the speech 
pathology and auidiology depart- 
ment will receive $10,000 from the 
Pendelton County Preschool Com- 
munication Disorded Children and 
Pendelton County Nursing Home 
Residents to study the "Continua- 
tion of Speech, Language and Hear- 
ing Services in Franklin, W. Va." 
•Brenda Seal, also of the speech 
pathology and audiology depart- 
ment, will receive $4,860 from Blue 
Ridge Community College to study 
"Speech Language at Blue Ridge 
Community College." 
•Dr. Gary Smith of the an- 
thropology and social work depart- 
ment will receive $400 from the 
Virginia Commission for the Arts 
for the "Eleventh Annual Institute 
on Social Work in Rural Areas." 
Carrier cited for management 
Dr. Ronald E. Carrier has been 
designated as a Permanent Certified 
Manager by the Institute of Certified 
Professional Managers. 
Carrier is currently taking a one- 
year leave of absense from the JMU 
presidency to head the Center for In- 
novative Technology. The CIT was 
created by the Virginia General 
Assembly to coordinate efforts bet- 
ween high-technology industry and 
Virginia's colleges and universities. 
The institute presents the designa- 
tion   to   persons   "who   have 
demonstrated outstanding manage- 
ment leadership and who have in- 
fluenced others to increase profes- 
sionalism in management." 
Carrier will be cited by the 
organization when its board of 
regents meets in September at JMU. 
Others who have received the Per- 
manent Certified Manager designa- 
tion recently include Roger Smith, 
chairman of General Motors Corp., 
and Thomas Peters, author of "In 
Search of Excellence." 
Early 
»(continued from pagaJI) 
allowed to move into her residence 
hall. Staying in temporary housing 
was an inconvenience, but Crandall 
said she didn't mind. 
"It was nice that they (the univer- 
sity) housed us all and fed us. 
Basically, we left everything in the 
car  and just  took  in  what   we 
needed." 
Some students were not quite so 
easygoing about the inconvenience. 
Ann-Marie Johnson, SOA ad- 
ministrative vice president, said she 
thinks early students should be allw- 
cd to move into their permanent 
residence lull when they arrive. 
"It doesn't seem like it would be 
that much of a hassle" to kt 
students   move  into  halls   early. 
J°cJ?campus residents did'nt have 
to worry about finding temporary 
housing. Some of them moved in 
early just to get organized. 
Seniors Ella Demby and Donna 
Smith both came a week early to ar- 
range their Madison Square apart- 
ment and relax. 
"We're getting all our stuff done 
early," Demby said Tuesday. "It 
makes life so much easier." 
She had already moved in and 
straighted out the terms for her tui- 
tion loan. "I want to avoid the 
lines," she said. 
Steve Bender, house manager for 
Pi Kappa Phi fraternity, said he 
moved in early for the same reasons. 
' Greek officers had to attend 
workshops Thursday and yesterday, 
but Bender said he moved into his 
room Tuesday because he "wanted 
to beat the crowd." 
Everywhere lie went, Norman 
ran into a Sovran Bank. 
When Norman found out about all the Sovran Bank locations near his 
new school, he opened a checking-account at one. 
He liked it so much, the next day he went back to open a savings 
account. He was told there would be no service charge on a balance of 
s$JflQ or more. And he would earn 5Vi% interest. Norman's still trying 
to figure out what happens to the other 94Ji%. 
-. .. 
SOVRAN BANK* 
Come to our Main Street Office at 57 S. Main Street, Harrisonburg. 
O I486 Sovran Financial Cufpnmiun; 
j   Sovran Bonk. NA; Sovran Bank/Maryland. Sovran Bank/DC National Member ri'iv- 
-f-r 
'elcome Back Students 
Arboaost Citu Chevron Gulf 
219 East Market street 
• Complete Automotive Service 
Allen Computer Test Center 
Va. State Inspection 
Harold Arbogast 
Owner 
Business  433-0843 
4 
'-' 
We've heard that our Pizzas are too expensive. 
We've heard that our delivery drivers move out 
like a herd of turtles in a cloud of dust... 





Cloverleaf Shopping Center 
» ' ' ' 
for 
J any mad. Rag Crust 
I Pizza and on* topping 







any mad. Rag. Crust 
Pizza and on* topping 
phis 2 lr*a ookoa 
jany 3 topping pizza 
4   still 
2 ir«* cobs* 




any 3 topping pizza 
*  still 
2 free cokas 
May or may not •**• 
S6.00 
for 
any mtd. Rag. Crust 
Pizza and ono topping 




any 3 topping pizza 
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2 fr* 













■■* M.  Rag  cru« 
Wzza with on* topp,,^ 
*"• « FREE OOkM 
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Department StorM 













09 Chess King 
Specialty Apparel 
74 Alfred Ney's 
72 Bell's 
5 Bridal Gallery 
41 F. S. Fttch 
50 Mark-It 
34 Spectrum 
30 The Tuxedo Shop 
Shoe Store* 
80 Charles Smith Shoes 
70 El-Bee Shoe Outlet 
04 Endlcott Johnson 
32Klnney 
66 Naturallzer 




























1 Abl's Studio ot Dance and Performing Arts 433-1713 
65 B. Dalton Bookseller 433-8241 
52 Centerpolnt Bookstore 433-8110 
82 Claire's Botlque 433-8542 
81 Colony Optical               > 433-2642 
45 Cowan Gallery 433-1804 
38 Diet Center 433-0300 
84 Department of Motor Vehicles 433-1917 
44 Gazebo 434-1206 
36 Hair Plus 433-3441 
60 Halrloft 433-3446 
28K'KToys 434-4377 
78 King Photo 434*527 
68 Medco Drugs 4334393 
48 Merle Norman Coametlcs 4344340 
2 Metropolitan Life Insurance    • 433-0178 
43 Outdoor Place 4334857 
47 Pearle Vision Centre 434-1030 
40 Pet Jungle 4334474 
58 Pipe Den 4344866 
3 Pyramid Sports 4334029 
83 Smokehouse Furniture 433-0687 
71 So Fro Fabrlca 433-2661 
88 Things Remembered 433-2804 
6 Travel Pro* 434-1880 
8 Woody's Sports World 433-2244 
Financial 
7 American Federal Savings and Loan 4334391 
85 Dominion Bank Automatic Teller 4334383 
Dominion Bank (outside mall) 
First Virginia Bank, Planters (outside mall) 
Other 
22 Mall Office-Rest Rooms 
Food 
12 Chasan's Dell* Bakery 4334122 
61 Country Cookln' Restraunt 4334137 
24 Dairy Queen 4334822 
21 Golden Dragon - 4344781 
20 Ice Cream Factory 4334381 
14 Karmelkom 4344781 
11 Orange Julius 433-2002 
23 Roman Delight Pizza 4334388 
13 Snack Factory 434-7383 
28 Taco John 4334068 
18 Wythe Candles 434-7667 
Jewelry store* 
26 The Diamond Comer 
56 Earring Tree 
77 Glassner's Jewelers 
63Henebry's 
16 Kay Jewelers 









Save 107» on any purchase vhen you shov your VALLEY MALL 
kevchain (Distributed in your dormroom) Look for the "KEY" 
posters at participating mall stores. Offer good September 1-6.1986. 
flpeclatty Food 
17 General Nutrition Center 
48 Mr. D'a Cheese Shop 
Entertainment-Music 
76 Haydan Music 
10 Land of Oz 
38Muslcland 
4 Radio Shack 
55 Record Corner 
9 Roth Theatres 
15 Video Shak 
37 Video Square 
QlftShope 
54 Elm Tree Hallmark 
57 Horizon Gifts 
33 House of Cards 
75 Lock, Stock and Barrel 
51 World Bazaar 
















Open Labor Day 10 A.M.-9 P.M. 
Fireworks display at 9:15 





Begin your classes 
wtthdassl 
SPECIAL 
DESIGN CUT & STYLE 
SAVE $5 
Women, Reg. $20.00 and up 
Men, Reg. $16.00 and up 
Appointment Not Always Necessary 
Expires: Oct. 18th 
PRESENT AD MR SPECIAL 
Professional Hair Care Salon 
VALLEY MALL 433-3441 
MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
MOVIE 
TICKET PLAN 
Discount tickets for 
J.M.U. Students 
UP TO Of /O 
y Good seven dsys s week 
Including weekends end holidays/ 
7 Good st any performance 
Matinees, evenings, even midnight showsl 
/Good for any attraction 
First-run, long run, ANY runl 
• Good st every Roth Theatre 
From the Nation's Capital to the Shenandoah 
Valley to the southern reaches of the 
Carolina's...multi-screen complexes to 
drive ins! 
QUANTITY - 50 ticket minimum ordff 
PRICE - $2.85 per ticket 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION, OR TO PLACE YOUR OROER 
Call Carolyn Ware 434-4500  , .„..___—,„„„,,,.,.,,, , .... 
Welcome BacH JMU'Sale 
Sept. 1-15"        cash & carry 
CHOUSE PLANTS 
ZO-50'A OFF 
8E3T    SELECTION    IN     *«.€* 
FULL SE.RVICE. FLOWER, SMOP 
V^G A Z E B 0 










111   . 
FITCH 
GUVS AND GALS 
Featuring fashions 
by Esprit, Generra 
Union Bay, Ocean 
Pacific, and more! 
F.S. FITCH F.S. FITCH F.S. FITCH F.S. FITCH F.S. FITCH 
' 
i   ii r.i'i    11 i 11 i IMIIH 
> 











when you see the fantastic selection of prints and posters available at the     ^. 
Cowan Gallery. Over 1,000 images available. 
August 29 - September 1 only, present a student I.D. for a 20% discount on In-stock metal 
frames and fine art posters. (Offer does not apply to Portal Publications merchandise.) 
Valley Mall Cowan Gallery 433-1804 
T—  
P«g« 28, Th« Brew*, Saturday"; August 30,1986 
YblfevJUall 
ISIaatf te.it UCui 
Harruenburft   Vir»in* 
I 
Welcome Back Dukes! 
^Watson's 
WELCOmE BACK SALE 
<s 
AS A BUSY STUDENT, YOU'LL BE NEEDING A FEW BASICS TO 
MAKE IT THROUGH THE UPCOMING SEMESTER. WE'VE GOT 
THOSE ITEMS AT GREAT PRICES NOW AT WATSON'S! 









Easy care Percale in three 
designs. Full and Queen sizes also 
specially priced.   , 
• 
FIELDCREST TOWELS 
BATH    4.99 
HflllD 3.49 
WASH 1.99 
Reg. 6.99 Reg. 4.99 Reg. 2.49 
Available in five luscious 





100% cotton in throw style 
white and antique white. Other 




PLUMP COMFORTABLE BED 
PILLOWS BY FORTREL 
HYPO-ALLERGENIC-QUALITY 
CONSTRUCTION. STANDARD AND 
QUEEN. 
EflSTPflK BACK PACKS 





Nylon and canvas styles 
Ml 
' I   i 
CLOSET ORGAniZERS 
2.19-7:39 
Reg. 2.88 - 9.88 
That's a 20% savings on colorful 
12 pocket shoe bag, 10 shelf 
hang bag, under bed unit or large 
storage box. Make the most of 
your limited space! 
CLIP THIS coupon I 
Present this along with a 
validated college I.D. and receive 
an additional 
20% OFF 
Any one regular priced item 
in the store! 
^Wofcorfc 
Coupon good through Sept. 6 
Large asst. towels and washcloths 
Fabric bedrests- Asst. colors 
Lap desks- Great for study time' 
Entire stock desk Jtmps 
Westbend elec. wok, skillet or slow 
cooker 
20 piece plastic dinner ware set 
TZT ,C00kWare" man* sty'es! 18 piece glassware set 
Wearever silverstone fry pan duo 
One litre vacuum carafe 
tntirTr,tC°LdleSS iCe Cream ™kers Entire stock area throw rugs 
100 pg   photo flip caddy 
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Welcome Back Dukes! 
^Watson's 
WELCOmE BHCK SALE 
n 
WATSON'S WANTS TO WELCOME YOU BACK TO CAMPUS! 
WE'RE CELEBRATING YOUR ARRIVAL WITH BACK-TO-SCHOOL 






Great alone or layered 
JUNIORS 












Knit  tops-Prints-Solids 
Comfortable junior knit pants 
Oversized print sweat shirts 
Print big tops 
Shaker and cable sweater vests 
Twill and corduroy slim skirts 
Fashion styling sweater dresses 
Large group designer bras 
Fashion colored knee hi's 
Basic necessity crew socks 
Fashion leotards- many styles 
Assorted sleepshirts 
FaM fabric fashion handbags 
Fashion belts- huge group 
COMPARE AT 11.00^135.00 
Includes purse 
accessories and belts 
ENTIRE STOCK LADIES 
AIGIIER SHOES 
28.79-37.59 
COMPARE AT 35.99-56.00 
















Print shorts and walkers 
Print s/s button front shirts 
Knights court knit polos 
Lg group knit polo-style shirts 
River shirts 
Zeppelin khaki slacks 
Group Calvin Klein and 
Jordache jeans 
Calvin Klein  denim jackets 
Lee denim jackets 
Bugle Boy updated slacks 
L/S sport shirts- group 
Rugby look shaker sweaters 
Bill Blass briefs and bikinis 
Entire stock men's socks 



















r mm g pHH 
















Featuring the area's largest selection 
of jr. and misses jeans like Chic, Lee, 
Zena and more as well as tops and 
sweaters. Spectrum is also JITlU's 
Levi Headquarters for men. 






The Face of Success 
Merle Norman offers quality services for all 
your beauty needs I 
INCLUDES: 
Manicures, Pedicures, Nail artistry, 
Bodywaxing, European facials, and... 
Rsk Uiuian Leigh Meyers for your 




V Fish Sale 
Buy One At Regular 
Price and Get its 
Mate for A Penny 
Many Varieties 












THE MOST COMPLETE PET STORE N TOWN 
/' 
(« Furnish your Dorm Room and SAVE! 
It's a well-known lad thai college students don l have an abundance ol extra 
money. Creating a room with personality doesn't mean spending a lot. You can 
lurnish your room with those important details and still save moneyl 
Shop Leggelt lor all your dorm needs' 
Pictured here: 
22.99 
Acrylic-novelty throw covers Irom Crown Cralts. Assorted prints including black 
sheep and scoltie dogs. Reg. $30. 
13.99 
Midwale corduroy bedrest Irom Crawlord Uanulacturing. Available In copen, 
camel or ginger. Reg. S20 
39.99 
64" Iroor tree lamp Irom Keystone Lamps. Reg. S60. 
9H2.99 
Peeress Elite slightly irregularfowels Irom Martex. 
Assorted colors. Wash, reg. S2, 99c. Hand, 
reg. 15, 2,39. Bath, reg $6, 2.99. 
7.99 
Backpacks In heavy nylon 
and zlppar compartment. 
reg. $15 
-K 
Leggelt ol Valley Mall. Phone4344477. 
Open Monday Saturday 10 til 9 
Use your Leggetl charge, 
MasterCard. Choice, VISA or American txpress 
***** 
^ .., „ ■•,■■'■ i ,i »—g«—^ti uu. U 
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Welcome Back Students 
10% discount on 
all purchases with 
valid JMUI.D." 
7 piece group 







Coffee table ....$85 
Ottoman ...^. $80/86 
* Price depends on fabric 
3 piece group 
Bunkbed... $270 
3 drawer unit $135 








with any purchase 





Valley Mall - Harrisonburg 
433-0887   * 
Owned & Operated by JMU graduate 
Full bed* $160 
Nightstand $65 
6 drawer dresser $295 
4 drwer chest $225 
Large mirror $65 
" mattresses available 






I Rlandftoiiif ajLul 
Harnaonburfl. Virginia 












Algreat enterianers have a look, a mood, a styte In every charm* they 
become, lor every stuawn they are m Ties cul provides ajst as many 
opuons as Here are characters to portray, and s designed (or the man on 
me move For the man who knows where he's gong Smart move! 
Reeb6k_ 




Eguipe S ski 
VlRlud 
M 46 Twin 





XP Magnum Ski 
SALOMON 
347 binding 











Racing 6X Ski 
TYROUA 




















Welcome back JMU! Benetton wants you 
to have a little fun before you hit     __ 
the books, and here's how: 
' 4 




2. Bring this advertisement to Benetton 
in the Valley Mall and register to win 
one of these prizes: 
InSn'Z' $»5'00 Benetton *'" certificate 2nd prize - Benetton rugby shirt 
3rd prize • Benetton small bear 
• Drawing will be held September U IQA« 
Winnerswill be notified byphoV' ""- 
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Welcome Back Dukes!   i$$ih 
The Big Names On Campus. 
Dorm Room Furnishings 
Standard bed pillows  $4 99 
Twin X-long bed sheets    9.99 
Twin bedspreads, reg. $40    19.99 
Stadium Blankets •»•••••    9.99 
Luxery bath towels    3-99 
Sale$ 13.99 
REG $! 9.00 
LEVI'S FAMOUS JEANS 
* The cotton dtnisu that won the 
Vest are still winning today. Get 




LEE   5 -pocket 
A western classic that looks better 
as it gets older. 5-pocket cotton 
denim jeans from LEE   in juniors 
sices. 
Sale $ 16.99 
REG $22.00 
HUNT CLUB   5-POCKET 
The rush is on! Stake your claim on 
HUHTCLUB. 100% cotton jeans in 
Jr. sizes. 
Youte looking smarter than oer 
Shop Sat. 










I Staff photo by MINO LEOMO Incoming frashman will face bar* rooms similar to this upon chocking Into tholr residence halls. — 
Remedy the bare room blues 
UyJcnnlJorlsUy 
aaatatant features •dltor 
Bare. 
That might be a freshman's first 
thought upon flinging open a dorm 
room door. 
Weak sunlight filters in through 
mod turquoise or orange geometric 
curtains to shine on two stripped 
beds, empty cupboards and drawers. < 
A cry of "This is it?" echoes off the 
naked walls. 
It is hard to imagine turning this 
stark room into a home away from 
home, but with the right equipment 
and suggestions from seasoned dorm 
dwellers, the asylum cell could 
emerge as a cosy, personal niche. 
Senior Kat O'Brien said when she 
saw her freshman room in Eagle 
Hall she thought, "You mean I have 
to live here for a year?" 
O'Brien found a husband cushion, 
a lamp with four adjustable lights 
and a radio made dorm living easier. 
"You definitely can't have a room 
without music/' she said. 
Jeannk Home and Susan Fisher, 
both seniors, knew each other in 
high school and then became 
freshman roommates. They shopped 
together for their dorm furnishings. 
Home said, "I came into our 
room and thought, 'There's no way 
we're going to get all our stuff in 
here.'  But we did. Storage con- 
tainers, like dairy crates and card- 
board dressers helped us get organiz- 
ed." 
The two roommates bought mat- 
ching bedspreads, various posters, 
plants and a message board for their 
door. 
Fisher said, "Posters add color 
and energy to the room, and having 
live things like plants can make the 
room more like home." 
Another former Eagle resident, 
senior Maria Huber said, "My room 
was completely dull, it needed a lot 
to make it look good." 
Huber used pictures of close 
friends, posters and personal knick- 
i 
knacks to help create the atmosphere 
she wanted. 
Paul O'Keefe, a senior, said the 
most important things he brought to 
school his freshman year were "a 
stereo. Visa card and a couple hun- 
dred bucks. Guys don't need stuff 
hke a cardboard dresser, they don't 
have as much junk as girls." 
These students reported spending 
between $30 and $150 on furnishing 
and decorating their rooms. 
Upperclassmen recommended 
some items particularly useful while 
bring in a cramped dorm room: 
• laundry basket 
See REMEDY page 35 *► 
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• storage containers such as crates 
and trunks 
• clothes rack - . 
• carpet 
• stereo or radio 
• alarm clock 
• refrigerator — can be rented at school 
• study lamp 
• hot pot and eating utensils i 
• fan 
• iron 
• waste basket 
• lap desk 
• husband pillow 
• two-sided tape for hanging posters on walls. 
A laundry basket  is a lifesaver  for hauling 
mounds of dirty clothes down five flights of stairs 
when the elevator is not working. Plastic^aundry 
baskets are also great for sledding in the winter. 
Some students find dairy crates handy for stor- 
ing books, shoes and other items. These crates 
stack neatly and fit into closets or beside desks. 
However, many stores take the theft of these 
crates seriously, so it might be safer to purchase 
generic copies at K-Mart. They ate. available in 
several bright colors. 
A clothes rack is useful for drying clothes, since 
most residence hall dryers will not completely dry 
clothes even after being fed a dollar's worth of 
quarters. 
Carpeting can create the comfort of home and 
eliminate chances of shock from stepping on a cold 
tile floor first thing in the morning. 
Inexpensive room-sized carpet remnants are sold 
on the Warren Campus Center patio several times 
during the school year, and throw rugs are 
available at area stores. 
Bunking the beds or putting one or both mat- 
tresses on the floor can give the room a different 
perspective. 
Some students put one bed. on two bed frames 
and then put the other at a right angle under the 
first bed. 
Including a television in the decor is something 
which should be discussed between roommates. 
While some students cannot live without finding 
out what happened to Tad and Hillary on "All My 
Children," others find TV a distraction. 
Incense and potpourri leave pleasant lingering 
scents and can cover the aroma of spilled beer, 
sweaty socks or cigarettes.  
A certain mood or atmosphere is enhanced by a 
room's decorations. A fishnet draped in one cor- 
ner of a room with seashells interwoven in the 
mesh lends a nautical touch. Chinese lanterns 
wicker furniture and painted fans splayed on the 
walls can create an Oriental look. 
Upperclassmen also advised trying to mingle old 
mementos with new college paraphrenalia, so the 
room will not be a shrine to high school but one 
open to the new experiences college has to offer. 
Tracking dbwn useful dorm items is relatively 
easy in a college town. 
World Bazaar at Valley Mall has a menagerie of 
these items. 
Furniture such as white wicker shelves and red 
or yellow canvas director's chairs range in price 
from $20 to $25. Decorator pillows sell for $10 and 
Staff photo by MING LEONQ 
Throw rugs with Indian designs, posters and 
woven fans can add style to a drab dorm 
room. 
and a variety of stuffed animals, baskets and sta- 
tionary. 
Another store that stocks dorm room fixtures is 
K-Mart, which has cardboard dressers, shoe racks 
and cork boards. Lowe's has hardware items and 
lights. Both stores are located near Valley Mall on 
Route 33. Glen's Fair Price Store at 187 N. Main 
"I came into our room and thought, There's no 
way we're going to get all our stuff in here.' 1$ 
— Jeannie Home 
Staff photo by MING LEONQ 
As the only pets allowed by Residence Ufe, 
fish can be ■ living decorative feature. 
throw rugs in soft neutral colors for $30. 
Knickknacks like ceramic vases in muted pastel 
shades start at $6 and up. Brass, ceramic or glass 
mobiles bring color and chimes to a room and are 
priced from $5 to $7. 
Stenciled boxes and glass storage jars, for $2 to 
$5, are perfect for holding jewelry, ribbons or 
makeup. 
World Bazaar also has a large collection of 
posters, candles, mugs and baskets for under $14. 
Cowan Gallery, also located in Valley Mall, has 
a wide variety of posters for $6 to $10 and poster 
frames for $25. 
Lock, Stock and Barrel offers many small items 
such as magnetic clips for $3, memo pads for $2 
St. carries tons of unusual items from Confederate 
flags to Hawaiian leis. 
If the room feels empty, or students cannot talk 
to their roommates, a pet might ease the loneliness. 
Fish are the only pets allowed in the dorms, ac- 
cording to the Office of Residence Life. Pet Jungle 
at Valley Mall, Animal House at 92 S. Main St 
and Glen's Fair Price sell a variety of fish and 
aquarium accessories. Pet Jungle has guppies for 
15 cents each to tropical fish like the oscar for 
$14.99. 
JMU provides only the bare essentials, but a lit- 
tle imagination, some hard work and carefully 
chosen items can turn a room which is barely 
liveable into one that is barely leavable. 
^. 
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Open House 
Sat. & Sun. 
South Ave. 2-6pm 
9 or 12 month leases 
available 
$140 - $190 per month 
Roomate referral service 




Beginning August 28 
OPEN 24 HOURS 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
Special Menu Item's Each Day 
11AM-9PM 
Night Owl Menu 
9 PM until 6:30 AM    . 
Hot & Cold Sandwiches 
Waffle Breakfast 
Hot Cakes, plain & blueberry 
3 Egg Omlets 
Bagels with creme cheese 
and 
MUCH MORE! 
WELCOME  BACK  STUDENTS! 
EARLY BIRD 
SPECIAL 
10:30 PM - 6:30 AM 
2 Eggs, Hash Browns 
Toast    $1.49 
FREE Coftas Refill* 
Clam and Fish Fry, Wad. & Fri. 
$4.49 
Someone told Norman that to get 
a credit card, all he had to do was 
fill in a few blanks. 
Filling in a few blanks seemed easy enough to Norman. Probably the 
only way to get his own credit card. 
-     Norman even understood the $15 annual membership fee and 
the 18% annual percentage rate. And he especially liked the Ready 
Reserve option that would keep him from overdrawing his checking ac- 
count. Until now, the only thing Norman had ever drawn was a blank 
Q SO.50 off all desert 
Every Tues.   In Sept. 
Any time except  5-8pm 
All You Have To Do Is Fill In These Blanks. 
SERVICES DESIRED: 
□ Visa* or □MasterCard* 
Nan 
Social Security Number 
Name of School 
Date of Birth 
Home Address 
College Addtess 
Home Telephone College Telephone 
Freshman □ Sophomore □ Junior □ Senior □ Graduate Student □ (check one) 
Employment/Source of Income 
Position Monthly Income 
PLEASEREADCAREFUaYBEFORESIGNr^TVunder^edcemfvrf,,,k-t__„       t 
non has been suppked outhfully. accurately and *£%ttE££&£Ht^O^, 
investigate my/our employment, credit worthiness, credit hLorv uSSHjS^zSt^^T * 
employees) or credit bureau(s| or by any other reascTbL^^ '£kT^L '"P^bJ.ty through 
P^<™pk^s)and credits. i& 
give information to this Bank, and authorue 3nk^ reSJ^S ""^ a>Tiat™l'" 
signed apee to abide by the Sovran Bank MasterCard & WuufcS^
0 '"FTlVl ""^ 
Disclosure Sutementinduding the obkganon ,o pay an annual fW S^ffe^ S~ t. ^"^ 
in my/our namefsl. The FINANCE CHARGF frTr^k ij , ,„ ,.on eaA account opened 
RATE.plusachigeequalto2WeaA^Ad^™^^ "^h PERa™GE 
charges a FINANCE CHARGE of 18% ^p«ed~™Zn7^ I^"""J^lt^" On**"*" 
FINANCE CHARGES « computed ^Xm^SS^^^St^ * *< d<* *« *" 
Signature of Applicant Date 
L^ENDTO:Re^M1rk^n1Offlcer, Sovran Bank. W East Main Street, CharlonesvJle. VA 22902 
SOVRAN BANK- 
t> lv*» Sovran Financial Coij»»aimn. 
Sovran Bank. N A . Sovran Bank/Maryland. S.» ran Brml/rJc Na,.»u| 
Member FDIC 
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JMU begins new soccer era 
By Greg McCormlck 
staff writer 
Everybody loves a challenge. 
For first-year JMU soccer coach 
Tom Martin, that challenge will be 
to turn around a program that has 
not enjoyed a winning season since 
1978. 
Martin comes to JMU after nine 
seasons at West Virginia Wesleyan, 
where he compiled a 114-31 overall 
record and captured two NAIA na- 
tional championships. 
"I consider this (j°b) a vertical 
move for me," Martin said. "Our 
conference (CAA) is one of the 
toughest soccer conferences in the 
country. Everything is a plus." 
Martin replaces Bob Vander- 
warker, who was relieved of his 
coaching duties after 16 seasons 
(overall mark of 127-102-19). 
But the 37-year-old head coach 
will not be the only newcomer. Of 
the 40 players on JMU's pre-season 
roster, 28 are freshmen or 
sophomores. 
"I look at it as a new start," Mar- 
tin said. "We want to establish a 
sound base for the program." 
Martin's philosophy centers 
around defense, and from there, 
building an offensive scheme. 
"If you don't give up goals, you 
can't lose games," he said. 
As the lineup solidifies, some of 
the younger players will have an im-. 
mediate impact. 
"We will definitely have someone 
new in goal," Martin said. 
Junior Chris North, a transfer 
from South Florida, and freshmen 
Jon Aldom, Frank Cavallo and Pat 
Nellis will battle for playing time at 
that position. 
North and Aldom appear to have 
the upper hand since Cavallo and 
Nellis are recovering from injuries. 
Staff photo by MINQ LEONQ 
JMU's Trevor Hershey (right) defends against a Maryland player dur- 
ing a scrimmage against the Terrapins Tuesday. 4 
"I may switch games or switch 
halves, (in goal)'* Martin said. "But 
hopefully, by the second or third 
game, someone will prove 
themselves." 
Senior backs Kurt Luedy and 
Tony Dickson return with 
sophomore Trevor Hershey to an- 
chor the defense. In addition, Dan 
Stewart, Billy Kingsley and Greg 
Griffith will see playing time. 
Midfield is where the Dukes are 
strongest. 
"Our midfield will see a lot of the 
ball, switch field and control the 
tempo," Martin said. "We're going 
to make a concerted effort not to 
play kick and run." 
Leading the midfield will be senior 
co-captain Dan Wright and junior 
Frank Radics. Sophomore Craig 
Baur and freshman Jim Gill will join 
the upperclassmen in the middle. 
Experience in Jhe midfield will 
help take up some of the slack in a 
very young front Kne. 
"We don't have an awful lot 
back," Martin said. "Some of the 
freshmen wftl have to contribute, to 
score goals, right away." 
Bill Leimbach and Eric Miller 
return, and look for Gary Hind and 
Mike Jerrells, both freshmen, to get 
time. Baur may also move to the 
front  if   needed. 
The lineup will be tested by a 
strong 19-game schedule. 
"We want to play everybody 
that's anybody in our region," Mar- 
tin said. "We just don't want 'em in 
a row." 
In October, however, what they 
didn't want is just what they got. 
In a two-week stretch, the Dukes 
face American University (last year's 
national runner-up), George Mason, 
Virginia and Old Dominion. JMU 
faces all but George Mason on the 
road. 
The schedule and the team's youth 
may make it difficult for the Dukes 
over the course of the season, but 
Martin does not measure success in 
terms of wins and losses. 
"There's nothing wrong with los- 
ing to a team that's better than you 
are," Martin said. "But if we work 
hard and correct our mistakes, the 
wins and losses will take care of 
themselves. 
"It is a real challenge to me, but I 
wouldn't have accepted the position 
if I didn't think the challenge could 
be met." 
See PROMOS page 40 *- 
Students to dash for cash at opener 
By Sonny Dearth 
—■Want aporf adttor  
Fan at JMU's home football games this year 
may find more to get excited about than just the 
action on the field. 
If they do, they can thank new promotions and 
marketing director Brad Babcock. 
At halftime of next Saturday's JMU- 
Massachusett* football game, students will have 
the opportunity to win $500 in the "Student 
Money Grab." The event will be just the first of 
several innovative activities that Babcock win put 
into play. 
"As soon as I came in (to the promotions job), 
I had a lot of ideas in my head." Babcock said. 
"All of them pertain to getting more student in- 
volvement. . . and getting more paying 
customers (for JMU games)." 
Babcock, who is also the coach of the Dukes 
baseball team, assumed his new post July 11 
when Dick Besnier left JMU to become athletic 
director at Clarion (Pa.) University. 
Babcock first saw a "money grab" promotion 
when his baseball team played the Miami Hur- 
ricanes, and he decided to introduce it at JMU. 
Students will get a numbered ticket as they pre- 
sent their ID cards to enter the stadium. Five 
numbers will be announced during the first half, 
and anyone whose number is called should take 
his ticket to the press box immediately. Students 
must be in the stadium when their number is 
drawn in order to win. 
Envelopes containing many demoninations 
bills will be placed on the field after the first half. 
A total of $500 will be "up for grabs," including 
two $100 bills. , 
The five students will have 30 seconds to 
scramble and collect as much money as they can. 
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We cater to I 
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Open Labor Day 
8am-9pm 
■ 
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♦ 
Personal Checks accepted with Student ID 
t 
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SEE STORE FOR DETAILS 
WAIMHOUNI PICICESS 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY NOW JMMLABLE 
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U.S.D.A. CHOICE GRAIN FED 
Whole Boneless 








WHILE SUPPLIES LAST«Fl 
Rose 
Bouquets •tams 
6pk   of   coke  products- 
(sprite.Tab.etc.) 
-12oz.     ctm     $1.49 
KVXVV\N.VVNV\XVN.N 
3 liters of ASP Cola 
and flavored drinks 
VVXVVVVVVVVNXV'O 
2/22oz.      $1.09 
^VXVXXXVVVXVVXVN 
SAVE!! 
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COUPON COUPON COUPON 
Orange 










Prices Good Thru Sat., Sept. 6, 1986 At 85 Cariton Street, Harriaonburg, Va. 
■ 
■ 
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Promos 
*■ (continued from page 37) 
Paying customers only will par- 
ticipate in a second "Money Grab" 
at halftime of the JMU-William and 
Mary game Oct. 25. 
Only one thing could hold Bab- 
cock's "Money Grab" back — an ill 
wind. 
"If there's a heavy wind, it will be 
postponed," Babcock said, "but we 
will still draw the numbers. It's the 
worst thing that could happen. 
"I don't want a $100 bill flying in 
the stands and people killing each 
other over it." 
Babcock hasn't stopped with the 
"Money Grab" idea, however. The 
Sept. 27 game against Virginia 
Military Institute will be highlighted 
by the first "Royal Crown Kick, 
Pass and Shoot" contest. 
Campus groups, such as frater- 
nities or sororities, can elect a 
representative to attempt a field goal 
at halftime, provided they have at 
least 25 of their members in the 
stands. If a group has at least 35 
members in the stands, it can sent 
two kickers. 
Each kicker can win money for his 
organization by making a field goal 
on one attempt. For example, a suc- 
cessful 20-yarder would win the 
group $30. A miss would give the 
kicker a free carton of RC Cola. 
"I think this (promotion) will be 
the most interesting," Babcock said. 
"It's purely an attempt to get 
campus-recognized groups to come 
to the ballgame. 
"To kick a field goal in front of 
six thousand people would be a 
highlight for somebody." 
Babcock said that at least 13 
things will be given away every game 
from lucky program numbers as 
well. 
"It may encourage people to buy a 
program," Babcock said. "We want 
to get them off the hill (behind the 
north end zone). They can't win any 
of this unless they're in the stands, 
and they can't see the game from the 
hill anyway." 
Five numbers per home game will 
also be drawn for what could, or 
could not, be the biggest promotion, 
the "Chevrolet Giveaway?" 
Twenty-five people, including 
students and paying customers, will 
be selected over the Dukes' home 
season. 
Each of the people chosen will 
predict the halftime and final scores 
of the JMU-East Tennessee State 
game Nov. 8. If someone picks both 
scores correctly, he wins a Chevrolet 
valued at $10,000. 
• 
"It's my job to get them into the 
stands once, and to the players and 
coaches to get them back again. If it 
(promotions) creates more excite- 
ment, I've done my job." 
Golden China Restaraunt 
Delicious Chinese and American Cuisines with 2 locations. 
30 Water St. 
433-1285 
c 




Next to Bowling Alley 
Open 7 days a week. 
Luncheon Buffet, Polynesian Drinks 





SOFTBALL — The eighth an- 
nual "Welcome Back" tourna- 
ment sign-up deadline is Sept. 2. 
Sign up in the Recreational Ac- 
tivities Office (Godwin Hall, 
room 213). 
A officials clinic will be held at 
5:30 p.m. Sept. 4 in Godwin 
344. 
SKATING — RoUerskate Night 
will be held Sept. 4 and 25 at 
Skatetown USA from 7:30-10 
p.m. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS  
AEROBICS — Sessions will be 
offered in many different 
categories beginning Monday at 
6:45 a.m. 
Early bird aerobics will be 
held Monday through Friday at 
6:45 a.m. in Godwin Hall, room 
201. 
Advanced aerobics will be 
held Monday and Thursday at 
6:45 a.m. in Godwin 201. 
Low impact aerobics will be 
held Tuesday and Thursday at 
12:15 p.m. in Godwin 217. This 
session is open to faculty and 
staff. 
Evening aerobics will be held 
Monday through Friday at 6:30 
p.m. in Godwin 201. 
Advanced aerobics will be 
held Tuesday and Friday at 6:30 
p.m. in Godwin 201. 
Faculty-staff aerobics will be 
held Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday at 5:15 p.m. in Godwin 
201. 
NOTE: All of these hours will 
be in effect throughout the 
school year. Contact the 
Recreational Activities Office in 
Godwin to sign up. Each session 
is limited to 25 participants. 
SWIMMING - The Savage 
Pool in Godwin Hall will have 
the following hours for student, 
faculty and staff swimming: 
Monday through Thursday, 
7-9:30 p.m. 
Friday, 7-8:30 p.m. 
Saturday, 2-4 p.m. 
Sunday, 2-5 p.m. 
The pool will be reserved for 
faculty and staff swimming 12-1 
p.m. Monday, Wednesday and 
Friday. 
WEIGHT TRAINING - The 
Godwin weight room will have 
the following hours for student, 
faculty and staff use: 
Monday and Wednesday, 
3-10:45 p.m. 
Tuesday and Thursday, 
2-10:45 p.m. 
Friday, 3-8:45 p.m. 
Saturday, 12-4:45 p.m. 
Sunday, 1-8:45 p.m. 
The room will be reserved for 
faculty and staff training 12-1 
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Want to get someone's 
attention? 
^\ 
SEND A CLASSIFIED. 
The Breeze is now accepting classifieds/personals for all issues. 
' "-l 
Classified/Personals Policy: 
1. The deadlines are noon on Friday for Monday's issue and 
noon Tuesday for Thursday's issue. 
2. All classifieds must be printed on paper 3 X 5 or larger. 
3. All classifieds must be paid in advance. There will be no 
billing for classified. 
4. Classifieds must be printed on separate pieces of paper 
to be printed separately. 
5. Cost of classifieds is as follows: 
$1 for 1 to 10 words. 
$2 for 11 to 20 words. 
$3 for 21 to 30 words, and so forth. 
The cost is rounded to the next dollar, not to the dime. 
6    Classifieds can either be mailed to The Breeze or can be 




T wm Missel ^\©^@ 
SEND A BREEZE CLASSIFIED TODAY. 
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Green's South Main 
Coin Laundry 
"Check our low prices and our clean facilities 
you won't go anywhere else." 
60 cents wash 
25 cents 12-mlnute dry 
Modern Equipment    • Maytag 
Washers   • Hot Water   • TV 




Monday-Saturday   7a.m. to 9:30p.m. 
Sunday 9:30 a.m. to 7:45 p.m. 
1 Block North Roth Theatres 
at Mick or Mack 
Introducing 
The TOSHIBA Til 00 PLUS 
and the Dynabyte Computer 
Purchase Pita 
for students, faculty and staff of James Madison University 
♦Fully IBM compatible 
♦256K memory, two 720K 3.5" drives 
♦Runs up to 7 hours ori built-in rechargeable battery 
♦Display is 80 charaters, 25 lines, 640 x 200 pixels resolution 
♦Peripheral interfaces: color graphics, monitor, rnonchrorne 
composite, parallel printer and RS-232 serial 
♦Options include a 300/1200 baud modern, expansion chassis with 5 
IBM-compatible expansion slots arid a 5.25" external disk drive 
♦12 1" x 2.6" x!2" and comes with a shoulder-strap carrying case 
♦more performance, compatibility and convenience than any other 
laptop unity ? 
Retail: $1999.00 





♦JMU price valid only through the Dynaby te.'Computer Fur chase Plan 
X^students, faculty and staff of James Madison University  Equipment 
must be purchased at the new satellite location in Anderson Brothers 
Bookstore, 1820 South Main Street Prices do not include tax and are 
subject to change without notice 
17* APR for approved credit 48 months 
1820 South Main St. 
Harrisonburg, Virgina 
(in Anderson Bros.) 
flOOBHBD 
Come see our selection of lab coats for men and women and receive 20% off 
with coupon below.     ^~ 
^^rftftftftftftftftftftft^ 
* 20% OFF $ 
I       LAB WEAR       * 
»    AMERICAN   MED   CARE     Z 
it * 






byM«r«il $6.50to 25 50 
434-3910 i^jtp   CARD 








The JMU women's basketball 
team has been ranked 15th in the 
Women's Basketball News Service's 
preseason top 20. Five teams on 
JMU's schedule, Virginia, Western 
Kentucky (who eliminated the Dukes 
in the NCAA tournament), Old 
Dominion, Arkansas and Missouri, 
are also listed. 
The team was also ranked in four 
categories in the final NCAA Divi- 
sion I statistics last season. 
The Dukes were ranked sixth in scor- 
ing   defense,   ninth   in   won-lost 
percentage, 25th in rebound margin 
and 30th in scoring margin. 
Forward Betsy Witman placed 
sixth nationally in free throw percen- 
tage in the final individual statistics. 
The Colonial Athletic Association 
women's basketball champion will 
receive an automatic bid to the 
NCAA tournament beginning in 
1987. The CAA's bid raises the total 
number of bids to 19 and was the on- 
ly additional automatic bid extended 




Warren Marshall and Marshall 
Barnes were included on The Spor- 
ting News 1986 Division I-AA All- 
America Checklist. 
Marshall, a senior fullback, is the 
top active rusher in Division I-AA 
and the 20th ranked rusher in divi- 
sion history 
Barnes, a senior free safety, is 
among 14 defensive backs listed, and 
led last year's defensive backfield 
START (Start Thinking About Relevant Topics) A program of activities to furtner orient new students •        to the University and to meet other new students. 
Saturday. August 30th 
• 00 p.m. Freshmen Convocation • Convocation Center - New 
students are requested to "attend Parents are also invited lo 
attend The address will be presented by James Wood. Cruet 
Executive OHicer ot Great Atlantic & Pacific Tea Company Or 
Warren will nosl a reception immediately lollowing the 
convocation 
MO p.m. "Get Acquainted Session" - Initial residence nail 
meeting with your Resident Advisor. Head Resident and other 
members ot your floor section 
Countdown DetaM - Conducted by your RA. this session will 
focus on questions like "What lo Shop For." 'Loft Regulations. 
Who Goes lo Register and Who Doesn't." etc (See your RA for 
meeting locations) 
Sunday. August 31st 
1*0 p m. - 3*0 p.m. Open House - Godwin Had Gym - A full 
explanation of available RECREATIONAL and INTRAMURAL 
ooportunil.es on campus wiH be given A Mat slide show will help 
you become familiar with the programs ottered, then meet the 
staff members and have your questions answered Facility tours 
wiM also be offered, and the gym, pool and weight- room wm be 
open for S.TAR.T. participants' use The program wiH conclude 
w*h a 30 minute AEROBIC SESSION to help men and women 
wot* uo an ■opettle for the watermelon feast Come dressed to 
PARTICIPATE ANO HAVE SOME FUN* 
amwm.'*mm Wtarwlse Feel - Godwin Practice Field 
•The Sudenl Alumr* Association invites all new treshmen. new 
transfer students, returning students, and laculty lo WVOOOOW 
So. (or two) 01 watermelon and ma* *"*JJHU *■*■>*_■" 
what ptornraes to be one * the hottest days * the year.*** 
band Ml *ao be present to extend a JMU welcome. 
t^.„ Taa., | aaMaiMailaliiiniiipair IWCCPaHO 
Me* the «rtm»rr*i**. tor your denormnahdn or Inter-Faith 
Joup« Unsocialoathehng These MM** provideM- 
resistance to students through counseling, social and spiri- 
tual activities as well as support and assistance 




Monday. September 1st 
,e-M u-HOia- valley Man - A speci* keycham from 
Vaaay M*i dSributed to «commg JMU Freshmen. afMWOh*. 
a^tortSve. special 10 ^^T T9* 
made at participating man stores September 1 - 6.1986 
Valley Mall, the largest regional shopping center serving a 
seven county area, operates 88 stores including three depart- 
ment stores, a four cinema theatre and 10 restaurants The 
center is open Monday through Saturday. 1000am to 9:00 p m 
Located |ust oft l -81 on Rt 33. Valley Mall is easily accessible to 
JMU students through Harnsonburg Transit on Routes 3 and 4 
10*0 a.m. - 3*0 p.m. Freshmen only In Bookstore 
2*0 p.m. - 4*0 p.m. Commuter Student Open House - WCC. 
Room 108 - Commuter Student Office Open House - Officers of 
the Commuter Student Committee and the Commuter Student 
Coordinator will be available to meet you and provide assistance 
with a wide variety of services and programs for commuter 
students 
3*0 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Minority Attain Open House - Phillips 
Center North Ballroom - The Assistant lo the Oean of Students 
and officers of the Black Student Alliance are eager to me* 
minority students and share information on organizations and 
activities for students'on the JMU campus 
7:00 p.m * |JO p.m. Movie: "Pretty In Pink" - Gratton/ Stovall 
Theatre N 
Tuesday. September 2nd 
7*0p.m at: 30pm. Movie: "Down end Out m Bevwty Has-. 
Gratton/Stovall Theatre 
Wednesday. September 3rd 
5*0 p.m. -7*0 p.m. Mirfent ActMwae NtflM - (ST AN) Repre- 
sentatives * mo* of (he 170 sludent dubs and organizations will 
be located along the drive between the Dining Ha*, and Wilson 
Hall Cometmd out how to |0in their club and enjoy a picnic dinner 
while listening lo a band provided by the University Program 
Board 
7*0 e^S».iOp.m.»e*e;'Poem erteC^mSeiaili Item* - 
Gratton/Stoval Thawre 
Thursday. September 4th 
7*0p.m.»f»:30p.m.Mwrta:-T1w30t»spe--Grafton/Stov.ll 
Theatre 
Friday. September 5th 
-Gratton/Stovall 
0*0 p.m. Dance: Music by Krakatas • Phillips Canter 
Saturday, September 6th 
7:00p.m. • fr30 pm Movie:"Owe* Dreams"-Gratton/Stovali 
Theatre _    . 
7*0 p-m. a»30 p.m. Movie: 
Theatre 
with 74 tackles. 
JMU and Navy have scheduled a 
four-game football series, beginning 
in 1988. 
The teams will meet Sept. 3, 1988 
at Navy and will also play in the 
1989, 1990 and 1995 seasons. JMU 
has played Division I-A teams three 
times, losing to Virginia Tech in 
1980 and splitting two games at 
Virginia in 1982 and 1983. 
Wrestling 
Dick Besnier, head wrestling 
coach at JMU for the past nine 
years, left this summer to take over 
as athletic director at Clarion 
University in Pennsylvania. 
Pete Schuyler, an assistant last 
season, has replaced Besnier as 
wrestling coach, and baseball coach 
Brad Babcock has taken over as pro- 
motions director. 
Volleyball 
Lynn Davidson was named head 
women's volleyball coach at JMU. 
Davidson had been a coach at Min- 
nesota for the past year. She suc- 
ceeds Deb Tyson, who resigned to 
become head coach at Virginia. 
Men's Basketball 
Chad Keller, who started the final 
10 games for the JMU men's basket- 
ball team last year, has transferred 
to Miami University of Ohio. 
Keller played in 21 games last 
season for the Dukes, averaging 2.5 
points and 2.1 rebounds per game. 
Field Hockey 
Beth Bozman has been named 
assistant field hockey and lacrosse 
coach. The former coach at Trenton 
State University takes the job 
vacated by Christy Freese, who took 
a head coaching at Davis and Elkins 
College. 
Women's Tennis 
JMU's top doubles team of Ingrid 
Hetz and Chris Gillies advanced to 
the NCAA Tournament at Austin, 
Texas in May. They were the first 
Dukes' entry ever in the tournament. 
They were defeated 6-2, 6-1 by 
Kentucky's number one team in the 
first round. 
■w* s u omen's Lacrosse 
Junior Kim Stark was named to 
the U.S. Lacrosse Squad. Her selec- 
tion was based on her performance 
in the U.S. Lacrosse Trials held May 
31-Junc 1 in Philadelphia. She was 
JMU's second leading scorer last 









13 FABULOUS COLORS 
NO SIDE SEAMS TO SEW 
SIZE 17 CIRCULAR 
NEEDLES 
The Knitting Basket 
1427 S. Main St 
Harrisonburg, VA 32801 
703/433-9517 
Times, They Arc A Changing... 
And So Are We At 
Elaine's Hairstyling 
The Creative Hair Care Team 
S 
Maroaret Coleman, Tammie Rodflors, Owner Paul Lavigne a Lois Ktser 
Times they are a changing - and so'are you. That's why 
Elaine's   Hairstyling    is   also   changing    to   provide   the 
discriminating man and woman with the latest in professional, 
quality hair and nail care in a comfortable, relaxed environment. 
By Appointment or Walb-In 433-8600 
Conveniently located in Downtown    Hair Care Products by: »Nexxus 
Harrisonburg 54 S. Main St. •Sebastian •Paul Mitchell 
MOSBY'S MILL 
Harrisonburg ;£ Phone 
>   (703)43.4-6243 
Join Jam fcChaf Sttvtn Herrmann for Seafood 
Prepared to Perfection 
Freah Seafoodrrom Local ondCoeetal Wore 
SpedaUng m   icuUmt Qfr cutoc 
Open   Tue-frtSun   Itttam       Lunch I Dtmer 




Ready to unlock 
your potential? Then 
here are your keys 
At Domino's Pizza, 
career opportunities 
have never been better 
We're looking for 
delivery drivers for the 
largest, fastest growing 
pizza company in the 
world 
Delivery candidates 
must have own car. 
insurance, license, good 
driving record  Benefits 
are: Company paid 
training, lucrative 
incentive programs 
Flexible hours and days 
Potential to earn 
$5 to $8 per hour. 
Bring a friend to apply 
with you, and if both of 
you are hired, we'll start 
you at a higher hourly 
wage' 
©198S Domnoi Pizn. Inc 
DOMINO'S 
DELIVERS 
Apply in person at your 
'ocal Domino's Pizza 
store  The keys to your 
'uture just might be 
waiting for you at 
Domino's Pizza 
• 
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m     u    C^ -   '" 
FOR RENT 
Homeless? Need a room in a new 
condo? Have no fear, call 433-3302 if 
you're a female non-smoker who likes to 
party   .   Reasonable   rent.   University 
Place. __ 
Almost On Campus - One bedroom 
apartments on Dutch Mill Court (behind 
Hardee's). Water, trash pick-up, lawn 
mowing & appliances provided. 
Carpeted. Almost new. No pets. 
LMM/dMosit, K45. 434-21 PP. 
FOR SALE 
For    Sals    •   Sofa   hide-a-bed   & 
matching   swivel  chair,  good  condition, 
will deliver. Call 433-5802 after 5 pm. 
10%   Off   Everything! Used, new, & 
collectibles. Town  & Campus  Records. 
70    W. Water    St..     Harrisonbura. 
Spinet-Console Piano Bargain - 
Responsible party wanted to take over 
low monthly payments on 
spinet-console paino. Can be seen 
locally.   Call Mr. White,   1-800-544-1574, 
xfioa  
VW Rabbit, get, 77 AM/FM cassette, 
rebuilt engine. She ain't pretty, but she 
runs like a beauty. WOO, 433-3461,  
Lofts-Beds - Single lofts. $69.95. 
Call  269-6141   or  879-9573.  Ask   lor 
Mvtvin Of Sew,  
Furniture • Sofas, chairs, Misc. Good 
prices, delivery available. Call Sunday 
■»gf5;M. 434-5295, 
SERVICES 
Knitting Classes - For beginners, 6 
weekly 2-hr. classes, $25.00, 
Tuesdays, 7-9 pm, Sept. 16 thru Oct. 
21, OR Thursdays, 10-12 noon, Sept. 
18 thru Oct. 23. Intermediate, and 
advanced design also available. The 
Knitting   Basket.   1427   S.   Main   St., 
4J&951Z  
Pregnant? Free confidential help. 
Free    pregnancy    test.     Birthright. 
434 WQ3. . 
Research Papers. 15,278 
Available! Catalog $2.00. Research, 
11322 Idaho. «206XT, Los Angeles 
9002S. Toil-Free Hoi Line: 
800.351-0222. |3J yt^AlUT. nr COD. 
The Widow Klp'a Victorian Bed 4 
Breakfast in Mt. Jackson. 21 miles 
JMU. 6 antique bedrooms with 
fireplaces; pool, caverns, hiking. Come 
frazzled  -  leave-whole.  $45     double. 
2^477-2400.  
Shenandoah Valley Bed 8 
Breakfast Reservations - Representing 
13 exceptional residences A small inns. 
7W&am .  
"Learn   to   Scuba   Dive"   - Call 
KalhVs Scuba, 433-3337,  
Horizon Surs Tan is a professional 
Tanning Salon with the best systems 
available and six years of service. 1106 
Reservoir St. 434-1812.  
WANTED 
Caah for your uasd records, 
tapes. & CD's. Town 4 Campus 
Records.     70     W.     Water     St., 
Harrisonburg,  
BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed- 
HELP WANTED 
Dae. Grads Career Opportunity 
- Stock broker trainee opportunity in VA 
Beach for hard-working enthusiastic 
individual. Send resume to: 2614 Totem 
Traa VA Raarh VA 23454.  
Part-time Clerical Work • Reply 
to:   Parts,  P.O.   Box 972,  Harrisonburg, 
w™   
Maintenance & Light Lsbor 
Workers needed immediately for 
temporary work assignments. Flexible 
schedule lor the '86-'87 year. Late 
night, early  morning hours.  Call  Kelly 
RtnAn* 433-5993. tor details.  
The SQA Offlcs is accepting 
applications for the position of Office 
Assistant. Applications are available in 
the olfice and must be returned by 
SfifiLi .  
PERSONALS 
Donns • From Kamikaze shots to 
Tigger in the window, it was a great 
summerl "Best summer of my life!' 
Here's   to   a   party   yearl   Love,   Joe 
Contemporary. . I_ 
10% Off Everything! Used, new, & 
collectibles. Town & Campus Records. 
70 yv Water St. Harrisonbura.  
Do you like boys?? If you do, 
Justin - age 4 1/2 yrs., would like to get 
to know you better on most Friday night 
(approximately 7-11 pm). If you have 
transportation    and    are    interested, 
phase cal 434-5651.  
Bike Lovsra - Ride down to the 
opening of the Cool Breeze Cyclery on 
September    1st.     40    8.     Liberty. 
4312321  
Start the yaar off expressing your 
point-of-viewl The SGA is sponsoring a 
'Speak Out' forum on Friday, Sept. 5, at 
1:00 on the WCC back patio. Anyone 
interested in 'Speaking Out' stop by the 
SSAjiffia,  
The SQA la looking for people 
interested in working on the Student 
Banking Committee. Ready to get 
involved? Stop by and let us know.  
Welcome back Lambda Chil ' 
T-Shlrts, cups, mugs, huggers, 
balloons, buttons, frisbees, you name it 
-- we make ill 434-4240, Daniels 
Imprinted Sportswear. B  
Daniels can help your club or 
organization make money. Call or come 
byl 434-4240. 44 Miller Circle, 
Harrisonburg.      
Tiff FA* By GARY LARSON 
"Heyl I Ihlr* I'm getting Oong« Cru»h over h«f»." 
Don't let 
your lungs 
go to pot. 
'S* 
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-' 
REGENCY MOTOR INN 
1131 Forest Hill Rd. - 181, Exit 63 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
1-703-433-9353 
RATES: $29.95 Single 
$36.95 Double PIUSTOX 
• Truly Luxurious Accommodations 
• Senior Discounts 
• Government & Military Discounts 
• 7th Night Free Plan 
• Children Free 
• 89 Spacious Rooms — 13 Kingsize 
Available 
• Color TV - Movies/ESPN 
• Non-Smoking Rooms 
• Handicap Rooms 
• Guest Laundry — One-Day Valet 
• Private Meeting Rooms 
• Spa — Exercise Equipment —Jacuzzi 
• Near Skiing, Hiking.'Tennis and Golf 




Except Parents Weekend 
Expires May 1,1987 
"Economy 
'Lodging 
FOR RESERVATIONS CALL TOLL FREE IN VIRGINIA 
1-800-552-1815 
ALLEN MANAGEMENT, INC 
"We Manage... To Save You Money" HAHRISONBORG-S BEST LODGING VALUE! 
Stanley H. Kaplan 
The SMART MOVE! 
PREPARATION FOR: 
GMAT-LSATGRE 
Enrolling now for fall classes 






Located oft Port Road, oast of 1-81, 
right on Devon Lana at top of hill. 
6, 9, & 12 month 
leases available 
CALL Peggy or Valerl at 434-2220 





*■ Small pets allowed 
*-Futty equipped kitchen 
+■1, 2, A3 Bedroom 
townhouses and garden 
apartments 
•■Excellent bus service 
to JMU 
*Air conditioned 
+■$100 Security depisit 
MON- S / 1 0*>«i — TACO  B¥I 
TUE-5/10pm-DINNER  EOR  TWO 
WED—5/1Opm-FIESTA  NIGHT 
iTJBJ — 1/1 Opm-SUNDAY     CELEBRATION 
MON-THUR FRI-SAT SUNDAY 
UOM/IOPB Ha«/1lp«        Ipa/lOpa 
SPECIAL PARTIES  OR  CARRY OUT  SPECIALS   AVAILABLE 
GAI-I_     -434 — 8226 
\ 1752 E. MARKET STREET  HARRISONBURG 
i 
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VIEWPOINT 
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Things to come 
In previous years, The Breeze presented itself In this space as a will- 
ing mouthpiece of the JMU student body. This year, as In the past, we 
again pledge to act as a sounding board for student concerns. But this 
year, we Issue a challenge to our fellow students. 
The Breeze Is a source of campus Information. We challenge you to 
read It and know what's going on at JMU. We think it is In your interest 
to do so. 
It might not be exciting to read articles on the JMU administration's 
building plans or the Student Government Association's latest pro- 
posal. But such articles are often about things that directly affect you. 
The $3.1 million Phillips Center was financed with a revenue to be paid 
off with student fees. Last year's SQA investigation of banking op- 
tions resulted in the replacement of our on-campus bank. 
Seemingly far-away events also surface on The Breeze wire and 
editorial pages. Central America, South Africa and the Strategic 
Defense Initiative made international headlines and were debated in 
The Breeze last year. We hope they will be again. At other schools, 
these issues are the subjects of student demonstrations. How and 
when one protests is a personal decision, but we don't think student 
apathy about current.issues is acceptable.   / 
We further extend our challenge by encouraging students to write 
letters to The Breeze. Our Reader's Forum page is the easiest and most 
direct way for students to convey their views to the administration, 
SGA, The Breeze staff and the students. We welcome guest editorial 
columns from anyone interested enough to write them. We might not 
agree with what you write, but that won't prevent us from printing It. 
In a democracy, public opinion influences the decisions of its 
leaders. We think JMU students should exercise that right. 
The above editorial is Ike opinion of The Breeze editorial board. 
The editorial board consists of editor Kyra Scarf on, managing editor Mai* Chamock, editorial 
editor Charles Lundy and assistant editorial editor Harry Atwood. 
Patty Walsh 
...Mere's ifaftk on that neit 
liicj. Grades are OK, butatU* 
Saus uncfer activities is, 
acan c/ank <my       \ 
'J)artmou.th Slime' 
under the t*Mlem* 






noth in' (ike aeWn' 
Tr\e "1°*^  otciii. Colleoe, 
ch, party   \ 
(j     • d«4c? 
JMU 'prestige' cursed by'student apathy 
In recent years JMU has received high acclaim 
for breaking into the upper echelon of higher 
education. 
But while the truly prestigious schools 
demonstrate interest in a world beyond the cam-, 
pus, JMU students remain indifferent to the pro- 
blems that are changing the world as we know it. 
A November 1965 U.S. News and World Report 
article ranked JMU the second best comprehensive 
university among southern border states. Money 
sMBMJssB featured a story touting JMU as one of 
the "up and coming public Ivys" in an article last 
May. 
So JMU, seemingly, has secured an academic 
identity to rival the reputations of nationally 
respected universities around the country. But does 
the school deserve these recent praises? 
While students brag to friends and pat 
themselves on the back, it is important to 
remember the big differences between JMU and 
truly outstanding institutions. 
As in any university, the students are the univer- 
sity, and JMU students, more than anything, are 
apathetic — apathetic to an embarassmg degree. 
Students rarely address national issues unless it's 
a class assignment. Can any of us imagine any sort 
of demonstration on the quad? JMU's practice of 
"apeak out" Is the closest thing to a demonstration 
the school can muster. . 
JMU's apathy is a reflection of the bizarre value 
structure of the students. Ask the average JMU 
student when ladies night at JM's is and he will 
proudly snap off the correct answer. Ask the same 
student who Daniel Ortega is and you are likely to 
get a response like, "Oh he plays Mr. Rourke on 
Fantasy Island." (Incidentally if you don't know 
who Daniel Ortega is, do JMU a favor and drop 
ouO- . 
A letter to the editor a couple of years ago about 
wearing white shoes in the fall drew more attention 
than. recent columns about a minority white 
FROM LEFT FIELD 
Harry Atwood 
government in South Africa. 
JMU students rank current affairs just under 
makeup and golf. 
Students might argue that college is a time to 
learn about themselves and that there will be plenty 
of time to worry about the dismal world of 
political chaos after they graduate. They might 
argue that there simply isn't enough time to learn 
about issues they have no control over. These flim- 
sy excuses are, not only irresponsible, they are 
dangerous. 
When a society allows itself to be controlled 
without questioning the decisions of its leaders, the 
results can be devastating. The holocaust of Nazi 
Germany serves as a painful reminder of the conse- 
quences of a negligent society. 
As citizens of a democracy, we have a respon- 
sibility to question the decisions of our leaders. 
Unless we excercise this basic obligation, we 
jeopardize our ability to control our destiny. 
JMU students seem all too willing to shuck their 
social responsibilities. Apathy is appropriate only 
in juveniles, and by this standard, many JMU 
students are peevish infants. 
To compare JMU to politically conscientious 
schools like Dartmouth. Brown and Yale is a joke. 
JMU needs to give up the ridiculous fantasy that it 
is truly an outstanding university. The vanity is 
disgusting. 
For a university to make the leap from average 
to excellent, it must become a place where impor- 
tant questions are asked and conventional ideas are 
challenged. JMU claims to be a school in transi- 
tion, but if the school is going to become great, the 
students must be willing to control their own 
destiny by taking on the burden of responsibility. 
Until we reach beyond the confines of petty con- 
cerns, JMU win never attain the suture worthy of 
"»*fo«al acclaim. 
Harry Atwood is a senior majoring in English. 
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Gitchell's Studio & Camera Shop 
79  E.  Market  St. 434-5314 
Complete   Photographic   Servicing 
ft  JMU Bookstore's  photo-finishing 
•     Member   of  Kodak   Colorwatch   System 
We  use Kodak paper and  film. 
******************************* 
CAFETERIA 
wants to welcome 
all JMU students 
Evaryday — Roast B—1 
Friod Chlckan 
FriadFlah 
FEATURING:     . 
Spaghetti; Liver & Onions; Chicken Livers & 
Gravy; Pepper Steak; B.B.Q. Chicken; Coun- 
try Fried Steak; Chicken & Dumplings; Broil- 
ed Fish; Stuffed Bell Pepper; B.B.Q. Beef 
Tips; Pork Tenderloin; Lasagna; Rib-Eye 
Steak and Turkey & Dressing. 
Cloverleaf Shopping Center 
Harrlsonburg 
Hours: Monday through Sunday, 11 a.m. to 8p.m. 
-10% io%MR FL,p.s M|N| MARTS 
? 1050 S. Main - 710 Port Road 














THE MANAGEMENT AND 
CREW OF MR. FLIPS MINI 
MARTS WOULD LIKE TO 
EXTEND A VERY SPECIAL 






STUDENTS AND STAFF OF * 
JMU. 
S5 
GROCERIES. BEER. SOFT DRINKS. 
DELI ANDWICHES. SCHOOL 
SUPPLIES 
ALL tOX OFF 
ss 
£ 
SIGN UP NOW FOR A FREE 10 SPEED 
BIKE TO BE GIVEN AWAY SEPT 10 
■      1986 
REGISTER AT MR. FLIPS PORT ROAD ONLY 
£ 
OffergobdSat.,Aug.30 




= 10% ,0% ,0% ,ov. ,o% 10% m m 10% 10%10% * 
V 
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Welcome Back Students! 
University Market 







Coors & Lt. 





























Ice, Deli, Deli Meats, Cigarettes, Kegs, Party Goods. 
■ 
.'■■ 
First'Day  Movie  Rentals 
First Day VCR  Rentals 
Adult   Films 





Bring in your JMU ID and get a Lifetime Membership for $5. 
University Furniture 
Located at University Market 
1320 Port Road 
Two-piece living room set $399 
Sofas as low as $159 
Wallhugger recliners $139 
Swivel rocker recliners $159 
Loveseats as low as $119 
Chairs as low as $59 
Student desks $99 
• • • '     • '•' •   ■'■ ■   ■ ■ > > ,\ .,...,   .%.,,.... 
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STUDENT  PROOF  FURNITURE 
FOR  TOORV'S  CRNFUS  LIFESTYLES 
,62LE^H2R,CET' nBBKET SQURRE ERST SHOPPING CENTER 
HRRRISOHBURO. VIRCIHIR. 22801 - <703> 434-7711 























Looking for a place wft you In mind? 
Looking for the latest fashions? 
accessories < 
personal service? 
quality cb ties? 
Looking for a wardrobe tha Ite your 
personality? 
We have it all togelherforyou atlhe 
Downtown Harrisonburg. 
V 
Visit us & experience a new 
dimension in fashion 
» 
WaCOME BACK FACULTY & STUDBfTS 
RUGS...CARPETS 







400/o to 70% 






































ME   BE'TtH      AHPf '   Ol   ,p,l 








Wa treot IUUJA 
you rgnt. iHMMJ 
2675 S.'Main Street 
Harrisontxjg.VA 22801 
(703)433-1467 
2675 S. Main St 
433- 1467 
DEALER 4078 
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157  WARSAW  AVE.  434-7948 
ONE  BLOCK BEHIND JM'S PUB 
EL-GE CHIPS 
BUY1-GET1 COKE Classic/Diet 
12 pk 
cans $2.99 
2 liters 990 
Valid, Pict. I.D. Required for Alcohol 
BUSCH 
6 pk cans 
Coors Light 
12 Pk |§Q®D 
(Coors Reg $4.79) 
Kegs Kegs 
7.5+15.5 gallons 
We carry returnable 





4       ^<5a 
varities 
6pk bflttlaa 
Mt. Dew, Sunkist, 
Dr. Pepper. 
i 
Buy 2-16oz bottles & 
get one free!!!!? 
JMU Checks accepted. 
Prices in this ad expire Sept 3. 













S— -^.t >\ k^^i:iii:i:i:iij!i 
mm 
w — , ^4ii;iXi;fty. 
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SALVATION ARMY 
Thrift Store 
■ Clpthing ■ Furniture ■ Pictures 
Bric-a-brack ■ Electric Appliances 




Call Domino's Pizza 
tor the ExttavaganZZaT 
our pizza with nine »p 
P>ngs tor the price of five 
We make every 
pizza by hand, using 
only the finest ingre- 
dients. lite 100% Real 
cheese And Domino's 
Pizza Delivers* the 
ExtravaganZZarhot 
and extra-daactous, in 
less than 30 minutes. 
Call us. 
433-2300 
31 Miller Circle 
433-3111 
22 Terri Dr. 
Hours: 
Open daily lor lunch at 11am 
Open unM 1am Sun -Thurs. 
Open unw 2am Frt. ft Sat 
Our drivers carry less 
than $2000 
Limited delivery area 
c ISM Oommo'a Pun. tnc 
30 minutes 
or $3.00 offt 
If your pizza does not 
arrive within 30 minutes 
you will receive H 
tof 13.00 oft. 
100H money-back 
guarantee   . 
If you are not totally 
satisfied with your pizza, 
call us back tor our 100% 
money-beck guarantee. 
We will replace your pizza 





Prao    Receive two free 
i'r*    »«vtnga of Coka- 
COke* j*****"** 
No coupon necessary 
Just ask for your 
two free Cokes at 
the time you order 
•on— t—iw» l^miiMm tl. r« 
MO COUPON NECESSARY 
DISC JOCKEYS 





* 3-way systems 
* Sound Personnel 
•Effects 
*Mics 
* Light Show 
(703) 433-6804 
'Oant^Parftrtantiueb fJatidrtolp Acts-Everts" 
StAN* 
. 170 Student Clubs and Organizations 
. Wednesday, September 3rd, 5 to 7 p m 
ol\the...street ,ocated between the D-Hall 
and Wilson Hall 
. Representatives will be happy to answer 
questions you may have concerning each 
of the clubs and organizations. 
• Eat a picnic! 
• Listen to a band! 
. Get involved!!!!! *'    ■ 
Rain location: Phillips Center 
.. m ft ,»JIHII*V 
SSnSE  Si,S   W*D  °«"""*TI(HIS   SIGN   UP   IN  THE 
STODDIT  ACTIVITIBS   OFFICE   FOR  A   TABLE  R   SJT      2 
o*> 
# Student Activities Night 
1 
LOOKING FOR A 
SERIOUS PARTY? 
HMiniiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiuiiiiiiiniiinniMiiHuiiiiHiiiiMiiiHUHnl 





























Wed- Sept 3rd at The Mystic Den 
COMWME^OF THE SCOOP - BRING AD 
■■-_••        If      I    ■   ■    .   .. ,        .,,,•,.    \n. 
DES 
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•You Name it!!! 
We feature the total beauty system. 
Hair care, skin care and cosmetics from Redken. 
For hair you can flaunt., any time anywhere 
&REDKEN 
434-JANE 












LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER 
?REDKEN 
y** 
Gandy  Dancer 
presents 
Every Wednesday and Thursday 
is 
College Night 
Featuring the best in Live Entertainment 
Doors open 8:00 pm 
Wed., Sept. 3 Chuck Taylor and the All Stars 
Special guest The Beerwolf 
i 
Thur., Sept.4 The Scope 
Formerly Rhythm Rats 
Sponsor by Alpha Sigma Chi 
Thur., Sept. 11 The Skip Castro Band 
Coming Soon: 
Robin Thompson Band 
Performing his new hit recording "Virginia is for 
lovers" along with "Sweet Virginia Breeze" 
Students will receive 10% off buffet and 
menu items upstairs in Train Station 
Restaurant 
Phone 434-0505 
Located Across from Jiffy 66 
t 
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All copying and printing 
'leasepresent coupon when] 
ordering 




71 E. Elizabeth St. 
Downtown Harrisonburg 









with this ad get 
10% off 
any purchase thru 
Dec., 1986. 
2A 




The Animal House 
4   92 S. Main   Downtown 
434-5445 
20% off any single 
purchase 
-Sale items excluded 
Largest selection of 
pets and pet supplies 
in this area 
Locally owned. 
"jack CoffinsT~"! 
Shoe Store, Inc. 
108 S. Main St. 
Shoes for Ladies 
Dexter, Rockports, Naturalizers, 
Foot Works, soft Spots 
and many more. 
Shoes for Men 
Dexter, Rockport, 
Clarks, Freeman and Acme, 
Dingo and Danpost Boots 
Athletic Footwear 
Nike, Converse, Keds, 
Kangaroo, Zips 
and Buster Brown 
i   r 
Valley Nutrition 
Center 
Your downtown Health Food 
Natural Vitamins, 
Health Foods, Books 
Hair and Skin care products. 
10% off with this coupon 
thru Oct. 15. 
57 East Elizabeth Street 
433-2359 
8       F.W. 
WOOLWORTH 
41 W. Court Square 
Free Goldfish 
(1 per eoetomer Aug. 27 • Sept. 5) 
10 gel. Aquarium w/ kit 
$18.88 
Vlait our anack bar 
Hot dog*. 2/1.00 
Plck-a-ballon 
Split from .10 to 1.89 
Aug.27 -Sept. 5 





with a purchase 
of any athletic 
shoe 
(with this coupon) 
Expires Sept. 13,1986 
150 S. Main St     . 
Valley Books 
11       20% Off 
Paints and Selective 
Canvas Boards 
Check out other 
low prices on 
Art and office 
supplies 
20 N. Main St. 
ANTIQUE  ROW 
on Court  Square 
433-1833 
ANTIQUE JEWEL  BOX 
^unusual antique jewelry 
COUNTRY SAMPLER 







jewelry design,   etc. 
111 11 J 1111111111 
e :•:•:•: 
auorit* Things tv 
■'■'■'■J.--'.'.J.--.'|.'.L-'.fv 
For H«ort 8r Homej':*- • ■••■■■■■■•••« t;'„ 
1      f 
Wskoms Stueents 
Country Giftwore & Home 
Furnishings 
Court Square Village 
Downtown 
•   d 
Valley Mall 
10% off with this coupon unlit 
10/15/86 
9. 
Glen's Fair Price 
Store 
Harrisonburg's most unusual 
store 
•Discount Photo Prices 
Same-day film processing 
• Costumes - costume 
rentals 
• Your unusual store for 
unusual student needs 
187 N. Main 434*272 
Dollar General 
12      Store 
Your Supply Store 
school supplies 
paper ■ pant • pencils , 
apartment end dorm supplies 
dishes - towels - pots & pans 
cleaning supplies 
shampoos ■ bath soap 
shaving cream - laundry supplies 
All lor less than anywhere else. 
Bring this ad and four school 
I.D. end receive a free gift 
29 W. Water St. 
WELCOMES STUDENTS 
; I l    ■ 
Coma downtown, we have unique shops, great 
restaurants, banks, and professional 
services and much more. Discover downtownl 
Glen's Fair Price 
13       Store 
Harrisonburg 's most unusual 
store 
• Discount Photo prices 
Same day film processing 
• Costum rental 
• Gag Gifts 
Extra 10% off 
film processing 
with this coupon 
thru September 
187N. Main      434-8272 
I       16 
!   i 
\Old Va. Ham Cafe\ 
Come on down to 
Good Home Cooking 
Excellent Breakfast 
and Lunch 
fe W. Market St. 
6:30 A.M. - 2:00 P.M. 
19 Fabric Sale 
10% to 7tWo Off 
All fabric - notions 
patterns Vi price 
Simplicity - McCall - Butterick 
Pendleton Wools 
Calico - Muslin 
DMC Floss with coupon 
5 skeins for $1.00 
.    The 
Fabric Shop 





14  ST. 
ARRISONBURG. VAj 
22801 
Brouse thru 5 rooms 
of books, furniture, 
old jewelry, plus 
1000'sof misc. items. 
Student I.D.& this ad 
Free 
Gift 
Open daily 10-5:30 





Items for your 
"gardening " needs: 
hanging baskets, soils, 
fertilizers, all tools, 
bird feeders, and foods 
plus 
All supplies In store. 
Bring this coupon with 
you to 128 West Market St. 
Good thru Sept. 27th 
434-5683 
15<ft 
m the price 
of all duffle bags 
and backs 
(with coupon thru 10 /1) | 
72 South Main St. 









on all purchases 
August 27 thru Sept. 30 




pots & pans 
blanket 

















!■ Anliqiw Row 
This ad worth $10 on 
any purchase of $50 
or more during 
September of 1986 
Estmu jeweUry © Selection of gold rings from 
S28 © Sterling bangle broctUtt, etc. 
Downtown, Court Square 
"»"* ■***■■*' viwsii iiy iiorn | 
Check us out for: 
T8 .WALL POSTERS 
•FRAME KITS 
•LAMPS   ........ 
•MATS 
10% off gjrt tni* coupon 
UAH  STudiO ART SrtOp 
10?  S.  MAJN SI.       "9-5 MON-SAI 
4J4-9967 til 7 ON IRJ 
21 $5.00 Off 
13 0UTDO0B WEAH MK) EOUtMOiT 
Superior Quality Day & Book Packs 
Lifetime Warranty 
188 S. Mason St. One block East of Main St. near Contel 
Telephone 
Only one per person 
with coupon only, expires Sept. 30,1986 
( 
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(in Phillips Center) 
Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
(Breakfast served til 10:30 a.m.) 
Saturday .\ 11 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
Sunday 4 to 10 p.m. 
Contract transfer: contract IDs 
credited $2.50 from 4 to 10 p.m., 
Monday through Thursday; $2.15 AT 
ALL OTHER TIMES. 
*No   contract   IDs   accepted   during 
breakfast. 
**Food     From     Home    Accounts 
accepted at all times. 
Informalion:  x6237. 
GIBBONS DINING HALL 
Breakfast Monday-Friday 7 to 10 a.m. 
Breakfast Saturday 8 to 10 a.m. 
Sunday Brunch 10 am to 2 p.m. 
Aunch Mon. - Sat 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
(dinner ..4 to 8 p.m. 




(At Gibbons D-Hall 2) 
Mon.-Fri ,... 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
Opens Monday, Sept. 1 
BYTES 
(At Gibbons D-Hall 2) 
Mon.-Thur 4:30 to t p.m. 
Opens Monday, Sept. 8. 
• 
LITE ONE 
(At Gibbons D-Hall 1) 
Mon.-Thurs...t 4:30 to 7 p.m. 
Opens Monday, Sept. 8. 
STEAK HOUSE 
(In Warren Campus Center) 
Sun.-Sat 1 430 to 7 p.m. 
Opens Monday, Sept. 8. 
Reservations highly recommended. 
SALADS PLUS 
(In Warren Campus Center) 
,. Mon.-Fri .....11 a.m.-2 p.m. 
Opens Wednesday, Sept. 3. 
MR. CHIPS 
(At Gibbons Entrance 4) 
• ** Open 24 Hours " 




Published each Sunday, the DIGEST 
highlights the menu items for the 
week in Gibbons Dining Hall. 
If you don't happen to be near a 
DIGEST, you can still find out what's 
on the menu by dialing x6368. This 
number will give you a recording of 
the menu for the next meal to be 
served in D-Hall. It's easy to 
remember M-E-N-U (x6368). 
STEAK HOUSE 
RESERVATIONS 
Reservations can be made up to 
21 days in advance by dialing x7555 
Monday to Friday from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. Dining contract holders may eat 
at the Steak House 10 times a 
semester. Guests are welcome at $6 
per person. The Steak House is 
located on the top level of the 
Warren Campus Center and operates 
from 4:30 to 7 p.m. 
ID PROBLEMS 
Lost IDs or other ID problems 
should be taken care of at the Food 
Service Business Office, located at 
Entrance 3, Gibbons Hall. Office 
hours are from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., 
Monday to Friday. From 5 to 8 p.m. 
weekdays and during meal hours on 
weekends, go to Gibbons Hall, 
Entrance 6. 
VISITORS PRICES 
Breakfast (Mon.-Fri.) $2.50 
Lunch (Mon.-Sat.).. ^ $350 
Dinner (Sun.-Sat.) ;....; $450 
Sunday Brunch $4 50 
Steak House. .$6 
MR. CHIPS 
Mr. Chips, the convenience store 
located at Entrance 4, Gibbons Hall,- 
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